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Why does "multiculturalism" always include history revisionism?

"In our world today, we all communicate in different ways.  The many ways that
people communicate have evolved from writing letters to writing electronic mail on
the computer.  In 1971, Henry Sampson invented the cellular phone, in order to
enable people to communicate with others wherever they are.  Of course, the cell
phone has changed in its outward appearance, from huge to tiny sized phones, as
well as in its technological abilities, such as instant messaging programs and radios
within the actual phone.  But no matter what technology advances have been made
in cellular phones, one thing is for sure; without Henry Sampson and his
contributions to black history, none of us would own cell phones."

"If you would like to learn more interesting black history facts, stay tuned throughout
this month to see what other contributions African−Americans have made to
history.  Also don't forget to check out the Multi−Cultural Club's 3rd Black History
Month display, across the hall from room 313."

From: http://www.dsha.info/site/indexer/659/content.htm
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Nortel DMS−100 Trunk−to−Line Translations

Description

When a call originates on an incoming trunk, the appropriate trunk tables are used.  The call then
enters the screening tables where digit analysis begins.  After some general pre−screening or
pre−translation is performed, the call may progress into more detailed screening based on
NPA/NXX digits to determine the path into the designated routing tables for defining the final
destination, or termination of the call.

Operation

Trunk−to−line translations can be traced using a simplified block diagram, representing the major
functions within the translation process, as shown in the following figure:

++++++++++       +++++++++++++       +++++++++++       +++++++++
+ Trunks + −−−−> + Screening + −−−−> + Routing + −−−−> + Lines +
++++++++++       +++++++++++++       +++++++++++       +++++++++

The trunks tables contain detailed information about trunks originating and terminating in the
switch.  Each trunk connected to the office is represented by entries in the trunk tables.  These
tables include information about the following:

Type of trunk group.• 
Type of signaling.• 
Hardware location of each trunk.• 
Screening information for incoming call from trunks to define the next logical step in translation.• 

The screening tables contain the information used to analyze the digits that the DMS−100
receives.  This screening process tests the digits dialed prior to continuing to the next routing stage,
to determine, for example, whether this call is local or non−local.

The screening tables establish the call type based on the digits received.  The three basic call types
are:

Operator Assisted (OA)• 
Direct Dial (DD)• 
No Prefix (NP)• 

The routing tables route the calls to their final destination.  The information found in these tables
dictates how and where a call will be completed, or if the call will route to a recorded announcement
or treatment.

The lines tables contain information about the terminating line.  These tables have two primary
functions:

Establish the hardware function and specify the hardware location for each line.• 
Indicate the type of ringing codes used or options and features assigned to each line.• 
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Translations Table Flow for Trunk−to−Line Translations

The call originates from a particular hardware location on an incoming trunk member listed in table
TRKMEM.  Signaling information is obtained from table TRKSGRP.

For an incoming trunk, table TRKGRP lists the Serving Numbering Plan Area (SNPA) in subfield
SNPA and the pre−translator subtable name in subfield PRTNM.

If a pre−translator subtable name is specified, translation continues with table STDPRTCT and its
subtable STDPRT.  If no pre−translator is specified, the entry in subfield PRTNM is NPRT and the
call routes to table HNPACONT and its subtable HNPACODE.

Table TOFCNAME defines all the terminating offices in the switch and they are identified by area
code and office code.  Table DNINV contains the data for all assigned and unassigned Directory
Numbers (DN).  If the DN belongs to a hunt group, tables HUNTGRP and HUNTMEM will be
accessed.

The trunk−to−line translations process is shown in the flowchart that follows.
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Table Flow for a Trunk−to−Line Translation
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The following table lists the datafill content used in the flowchart.  In this example, the terminating
line belongs to a hunt group:

Trunk : F514T13TISIT048
Terminating SNPA : 514
Terminating DN : 5462225

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Datafill Example for Trunk−to−Line Translations

Datafill Table          Example Data
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
CLLI                    F514T13TISIT048 1527 1 SSP5_TACISUP_TRAF_TRUNKS
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
TRKMEM                  F514T13TISIT048 1 0 DTC 13 19 24
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
TRKSGRP                 F514T13TISIT048 0 DS1SIG C7UP 2W N N UNEQ NONE Q764 2W 2W 0 
                        TATSTAC $ TACTIMER CIC
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
TRKGRP                  F514T13TISIT048 IT 0 NPDGP NCIT 2W NIL MIDL 514 NPRT NSCR 514 000 
                        Y N $
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
HNPACONT                514 98 0 ( 72) ( 1) ( 24) ( 0)

  subtable HNPACODE     546 546 DN 514 546
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
TOFCNAME                514 546
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
DNINV                   514 546 2225 H 57 0
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
HUNTGRP                 57 514 5462225 DNH N N N RCVD N N N N N N 4 $
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
HUNTMEM                 57 0 N D 5462225 N
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
LENLINES                HOST 05 0 16 17 S 0 5462225 DT 108 $
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
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The following table lists the datafill content used in the flowchart.  In this example, a pre−translator
is specified in table TRKGRP:

Trunk : S5AAA807IPTLA
Pre−translator : P807

Terminating SNPA : 807
Terminating DN : 5663000

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Datafill Example for Trunk−to−Line Translations Using a Pre−translator

Datafill Table          Example Data
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
CLLI                    S5AAA807IPTLA 346 40 S5AAA_TO_S5807_IC_PTS_LAMA
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
TRKMEM                  S5AAA807IPTLA 0 0 DTC 5 1 1
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
TRKSGRP                 S5AAA807IPTLA 0 DS1SIG STD IC DP WK N 10 10 NO NO N N Y M UNEQ
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
TRKGRP                  S5AAA807IPTLA IT 0 NPDGP NCRT IC DD MIDL 000 P807 NSCR 807 000 
                        N N $
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
STDPRTCT                P807 (1) (65021)

  subtable STDPRT       807 807 N DD 3 NA
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
HNPACONT                807 201 1 ( 31) ( 1) ( 14) ( 0)

  subtable HNPACODE     457 457 DN 807 566
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
TOFCNAME                807 566
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
DNINV                   807 566 3000 L HOST 04 0 00 19
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
LENLINES                HOST 04 0 00 19 S 0 5663000 DT 8 $
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
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Datafilling Office Parameters

The following table shows the office parameters used by trunk−to−line translations.  For more
information about office parameters, refer to the DMS−100 Office Parameters Reference Manual,
NTP 297−8021−855:

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Office Parameters Used by Trunk−to−Line Translations

Table Name         Parameter Name            Explanation and Action
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
OFCENG             ACTIVE_DN_SYSTEM          This parameter specifies the type of DNs that 
                                             can be used in an office.  If this parameter 
                                             is set to "NORTH_AMERICAN", the directory number 
                                             must use the form NPA−NXX−XXXX.  If this 
                                             parameter is set to "UNIVERSAL", the directory 
                                             number may vary in length.

                   AIN_ACTIVE                This parameter controls the activation of the 
                                             Advanced Intelligent Network (AIN).  Enter "Y" 
                                             to activate AIN software.  Enter "N" to 
                                             deactivate AIN software.  If this parameter 
                                             is set to "N", parameter AIN_OFFICE_TRIGGRP 
                                             in table OFCVAR is disregarded.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
OFCVAR             AIN_OFFICE_TRIGGRP        This parameter is used to subscribe trigger 
                                             behaviors on an office−wide basis.  The entry 
                                             in field AINGRP in table TRIGGRP is entered 
                                             here.  The default value is "NIL".                   
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Datafill Sequence

The following table lists the tables that require datafill to implement trunk−to−line translations for the
trunk.  The tables are listed in the order in which they are to be datafilled:

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Datafill Tables Required for Trunk−to−Line Translations for the Trunk

Table                 Purpose of Table
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
CLLI                  The common language location identifier table lists the name that 
                      uniquely identifies each trunk group, tone, or announcement.

TRKGRP                The trunk group table contains customer−defined data associated
                      with each trunk group.

TRKSGRP               The trunk subgroup table specifies supplementary information for
                      each trunk group.

TRKMEM                The trunk member table gives the physical location of each trunk 
                      assigned to one of the trunk groups.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

The following table lists the tables that require datafill to implement trunk−to−line translations for the
called line.  The tables are listed in the order in which they are to be datafilled:
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−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Datafill Tables Required for Trunk−to−Line Translations

Table                 Purpose of Table
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
HNPACONT              The home numbering plan area control table lists all the home or 
                      serving area NPAs for a particular area.

  subtable HNPACODE   The home numbering plan area code subtable lists the route treatment 
                      or table to which the translation routes for each of the assigned NPAs.

STDPRTCT              The standard pre−translator table lists the names of the standard 
                      pre−translator subtables.

  subtable STDPRT     The standard pre−translator subtable determines the next stage of 
                      translation, based on the range of leading digits.

TOFCNAME              The terminating office name table defines all terminating offices 
                      in the switch.

DNINV                 The directory number inventory table is a read−only table that 
                      contains data for all assigned and unassigned DNs.

HUNTGRP               The hunt group table lists data assignments for each hunt group 
                      in the switching unit.

HUNTMEM               The hunt member table lists the members assigned to the hunt groups.

LENLINES              The line assignment table contains the DN, hardware location, and 
                      options associated with the calling line.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Datafilling Table CLLI

The following table shows the datafill specific to trunk−to−line translations for table CLLI.  Only
those fields that apply directly to trunk−to−line translations are shown:

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Datafilling Table CLLI

Subfield or
Field     Refinement         Entry               Explanation and Action
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
CLLI                         Alphanumeric        Common Language Location Identifier
                             (1 to 16            Enter a CLLI code to uniquely identify the 
                             characters)         far end of each announcement, tone, or trunk 
                                                 group.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

The following example MAP display shows sample datafill for table CLLI:

CLLI              ADNUM    TRKGRSIZ    ADMININF
_______________________________________________________________
F514T13TISIT048   1527     1           SSP5_TACISUP_TRAF_TRUNKS

S5AAA807IPTLA     346      40          S5AAA_TO_S5807_IC_PTS_LAMA
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Datafilling Table TRKGRP

The following table shows the datafill specific to trunk−to−line translations for table TRKGRP.  Only
those fields that apply directly to trunk−to−line translations are shown:

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Datafilling Table TRKGRP

Subfield or
Field     Refinement         Entry                Explanation and Action
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
GRPKEY                       See subfield         Group Key
                                                  This field consists of subfield CLLI.

          CLLI               Alphanumeric         Common Language Location Identifier
                             (1 to 16             Enter the CLLI code assigned to the trunk 
                             characters)          group in table CLLI.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

The following example MAP display shows sample datafill for table TRKGRP:

GRPKEY             GRPINFO
__________________________________________________________________________
F514T13TISIT048    IT 0 NPDGP NCIT 2W NIL MIDL 514 NPRT NSCR 514 000 Y N $

S5AAA807IPTLA      IT 0 NPDGP NCRT IC DD MIDL 000 P807 NSCR 807 000 N N $

Datafilling Table TRKSGRP

The following table shows the datafill specific to trunk−to−line translations for table
TRKSGRP.  Only those fields that apply directly to trunk−to−line translations are shown:

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Datafilling Table TRKSGRP

Subfield or
Field     Refinement         Entry               Explanation and Action
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
SGRPKEY                      See subfields       Subgroup Key
                                                 This field consists of subfields CLLI and 
                                                 SGRP.

          CLLI               Alphanumeric        Common Language Location Identifier
                             (1 to 16            Enter the code that is assigned in table
                             characters)         CLLI to the trunk group to which the
                                                 subgroup belongs.

          SGRP               0 or 1              Subgroup Number
                                                 Enter the number assigned to the trunk 
                                                 subgroup.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

The following example MAP display shows sample datafill for table TRKSGRP:
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SGRPKEY             CARDCODE   SGRPVAR
________________________________________________________________________________________
F514T13TISIT048 0   DS1SIG     C7UP 2W N N UNEQ NONE Q764 2W 2W 0 TATSTAC $ TACTIMER CIC

S5AAA807IPTLA 0     DS1SIG     STD IC DP WK N 10 10 NO NO N N Y M UNEQ

Datafilling Table TRKMEM

The following table shows the datafill specific to trunk−to−line translations for table TRKMEM.  Only
those fields that apply directly to trunk−to−line translations are shown:

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Datafilling Table TRKMEM

Subfield or
Field     Refinement         Entry               Explanation and Action
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
CLLI                         Alphanumeric        Common Language Location Identifier
                             (1 to 16            Enter the CLLI code that is assigned to the 
                             characters)         trunk group of which the trunk is a member. 
                                                 This CLLI code is assigned in table CLLI.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
EXTRKNM                      0 to 9,999          External Trunk Number
                                                 Enter the external trunk number that is 
                                                 assigned to the trunk.  For members of 
                                                 trunk groups using the AIOD option, the 
                                                 external trunk number must be unique over 
                                                 all trunks and lines using the same AIOD 
                                                 group.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
MEMVAR                       See subfield        Variable Data for Members
                                                 This field consists of subfield PMTYPE and 
                                                 refinements.

          PMTYPE             DTC                 Peripheral Module Type
                                                 Enter the Peripheral Module (PM) type on
                                                 which the trunk is mounted and datafill the 
                                                 refinements associated with this entry value.

                                                 Enter DTC for a digital trunk controller and 
                                                 complete subfields DTCNO, DTCCKTNO, and 
                                                 DTCCKTTS.

          DTCNO              0 to 511            Digital Trunk Controller Number
                                                 Enter the number of the DTC to which the
                                                 trunk group member is assigned.

          DTCCKTNO           0 to 19             Digital Trunk Controller Circuit Number
                                                 Enter the number of the DTC circuit card to 
                                                 which the trunk group member is assigned.

          DTCCKTTS           1 to 24             Digital Trunk Controller Circuit Time−Slot
                                                 Enter the number of the circuit card DS−1 
                                                 time−slot to which the trunk group member 
                                                 is assigned.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

The following example MAP display shows sample datafill for table TRKMEM:
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CLLI              EXTRKNM    SGRP    MEMVAR
_________________________________________________
F514T13TISIT048   1          0       DTC 13 19 24

S5AAA807IPTLA     0          0       DTC 5 1 1

Datafilling Table STDPRTCT

The following table shows the datafill specific to trunk−to−line translations for table
STDPRTCT.  Only those fields that apply directly to trunk−to−line translations are shown:

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Datafilling Table STDPRTCT

Subfield or
Field     Refinement         Entry               Explanation and Action
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
EXPRTNM                      Alphanumeric        External Standard Pre−Translator Name
                             (up to 8            Enter the key defined by the operating 
                             characters)         company to represent the standard 
                                                 pre−translator subtable.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
STDPRT                       See note            Standard Pre−Translator
                                                 The field is an index into subtable STDPRT.

Note: This field does not accept any input.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

The following example MAP display shows sample datafill for table STDPRTCT:

EXPRTNM    STDPRT    AMAPRT
___________________________
P807       (1)       (65021)

Datafilling Subtable STDPRTCT.STDPRT

The following table shows the datafill specific to trunk−to−line translations for subtable
STDPRTCT.STDPRT.  Only those fields that apply directly to trunk−to−line translations are shown:

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Datafilling Subtable STDPRTCT.STDPRT

Subfield or
Field     Refinement         Entry               Explanation and Action
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
FROMDIGS                     Numeric             From Digits.
                             (up to 18 digits)   Enter the digit or digits to be translated.

                                                 If the entry represents a block of 
                                                 consecutive numbers, enter the first 
                                                 number in the block.
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−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
TODIGS                       Numeric             To Digits
                             (up to 18 digits)   If field FROMDIGS represents a block of 
                                                 consecutive numbers, enter the last number 
                                                 in the block.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
PRETRTE                      See subfield        Pre−Translation Route
                                                 This field consists of subfield PRERTSEL 
                                                 and its refinements, TYPECALL, NOPREDIG, 
                                                 TRANSYS, and POS.

          PRERTSEL           N                   Pre−Translator Route Selector
                                                 Enter "N".

          TYPCALL            DD, OA, NP, or NL   Type of Call
                                                 Enter the type of call: DD (Direct Dial), NP 
                                                 (No Prefix), OA (Operator Assisted), or NL 
                                                 (Nil).

                                                 For Traffic Operator Position System (TOPS) 
                                                 calls, there can be a mixture of 0 and 1 (OA 
                                                 and DD) call types.  Enter "NL" for these 
                                                 cases. 

          NOPREDIG           0 to 7              Number of Prefix Digits
                                                 Enter the number of digits that are to 
                                                 be interpreted as prefix digits.

          TRANSYS            IN, IP, or NA       Translation System
                                                 Enter "IN" if the translation routes to 
                                                 international translations (on a local and
                                                 toll combined switching unit only).

                                                 Enter "IP" if the translation routes to 
                                                 international partitioned translations 
                                                 (DMS−250 only).

                                                 Enter "NA" if the translation routes to 
                                                 national translations.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

The following example MAP display shows sample datafill for subtable STDPRTCT.STDPRT:

FROMDIGS    TODIGS    PRETRTE
_______________________________
807         807       N DD 3 NA

Datafilling Table HNPACONT

The following table shows the datafill specific to trunk−to−line translations for table
HNPACONT.  Only those fields that apply directly to trunk−to−line translations are shown:
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−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Datafilling Table HNPACONT

Subfield or
Field     Refinement         Entry               Explanation and Action
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
STS                          0 to 9,999,999      Serving Translation Scheme
                                                 Enter an SNPA or STS code.

HNPACODE                     See note            Home Numbering Plan Area Code
                                                 This field is an index into subtable HNPACODE.

Note: This field does not accept any input.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

The following example MAP display shows sample datafill for table HNPACONT:

STS    NORTREFS    NOAMBIGC    RTEREF    HNPACODE    ATTRIB    RTEMAP
_____________________________________________________________________
514    98          0           ( 72)     ( 1)        ( 24)     ( 0)

807    201         1           ( 31)     ( 1)        ( 14)     ( 0)

Datafilling Subtable HNPACONT.HNPACODE

The following table shows the datafill specific to trunk−to−line translations for subtable
HNPACONT.HNPACODE.  Only those fields that apply directly to trunk−to−line translations are
shown:

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Datafilling Subtable HNPACONT.HNPACODE

Subfield or
Field     Refinement         Entry               Explanation and Action
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
FROMDIGS                     Numeric             From Digits
                             (3 digits)          Enter the number representing a single code 
                                                 or the first in a block of consecutive codes 
                                                 that have the same input data.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
TODIGS                       Numeric             To Digits
                             (3 digits)          If field FROMDIGS represents a single code, 
                                                 enter the same single code as in field 
                                                 FROMDIGS.  If field FROMDIGS represents 
                                                 the first number of a block of consecutive 
                                                 numbers, enter the last number in the block.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
CDRRTMT                      See subfield        Code Type, Route Reference, or Treatment
                                                 This field consists of subfield CD.

          CD                 DN                  Code Type
                                                 Enter DN for terminating office code and 
                                                 datafill refinements SNPA and NXX.

          SNPA               Numeric             Terminating Serving Numbering Plan Area
                             (3 digits)          Enter the SNPA of the called terminating line 
                                                 DN.  If the operating company uses screening 
                                                 to intraswitch SNPAs, translation of the 
                                                 dialed digits proceeds to table TOFCNAME, 
                                                 using SNPA and NXX as the key.
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          NXX                Numeric             Terminating NXX
                             (3 digits)          Enter three digits for the NXX code of the 
                                                 called terminating line DN.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

The following example MAP display shows sample datafill for subtable HNPACONT.HNPACODE:

FROMDIGS    TODIGS    CDRRTMT
________________________________
546         546       DN 514 546

457         457       DN 807 566

Datafilling Table TOFCNAME

The following table shows the datafill specific to trunk−to−line translations for table
TOFCNAME.  Only those fields that apply directly to trunk−to−line translations are shown:

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Datafilling Table TOFCNAME

Subfield or
Field     Refinement         Entry               Explanation and Action
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
AREACODE                     0 to 9,999,999      Area Code
                                                 The area code identifies a major geographical 
                                                 area served by the switch.  This field can 
                                                 contain one to seven digits.  In a North 
                                                 American office, the area code must be 
                                                 three digits in length.

                                                 Enter an area code that has been defined 
                                                 in table SNPANAME or table HNPACONT.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
OFCCODE                      0 to 9,999,999      Office Code
                             or $                The office code is a subregion of the area 
                                                 code.  It can have zero to seven digits. 
                                                 In a North American office, the office 
                                                 code must be three digits in length.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

The following example MAP display shows sample datafill for table TOFCNAME:

AREACODE    OFCCODE
___________________
514         546

807         566

Datafilling Table DNINV

Table DNINV contains the data for all assigned and unassigned DNs.  Table DNINV is a read−only
table.  Information is added to it as DNs are assigned of used in other tables such as LENLINES.
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The following table shows the datafill specific to trunk−to−line translations for table DNINV.  Only
those fields that apply directly to trunk−to−line translations are shown:

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Datafilling Table DNINV

Subfield or
Field     Refinement         Entry               Explanation and Action
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
AREACODE                     0 to 9,999,999      Area Code
                             (1 to 7 digits)     The area code identifies a major geographical 
                                                 area served by the switch.  If office 
                                                 parameter ACTIVE_DN_SYSTEM in table OFCENG 
                                                 is set to North American, the area code must 
                                                 be three digits long.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
OFCCODE                      0 to 9,999,999      Office Code Digit Register
                             (1 to 7 digits)     The office code is a subregion of the area 
                                                 code.  If office parameter ACTIVE_DN_SYSTEM 
                                                 in table OFCENG is set to North American, 
                                                 the area code must be three digits long.

                                                 The office code must be specified in table 
                                                 TOFCNAME.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
STNCODE                      0 to 99,999,999     Station Code
                             (1 to 8 digits)     The station code identifies a unique station 
                                                 within the terminating office.  If office
                                                 parameter ACTIVE_DN_SYSTEM in table OFCENG 
                                                 is set to North American, the area code must
                                                 be one or four digits in length.  If one 
                                                 digit is entered, it is treated as a D−digit, 
                                                 where the D−digit represents the fourth digit 
                                                 in the format ABC−DEFG.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

The following example MAP display shows sample datafill for table DNINV:

AREACODE    OFCCODE    STNCODE    DNRESULT
________________________________________________
514         546        2225       H 57 0

807         566        3000       L HOST 04 0 00

Datafilling Table HUNTGRP

Table HUNTGRP is datafilled if the called line belongs to a hunt group.

The following table shows the datafill specific to trunk−to−line translations for table
HUNTGRP.  Only those fields that apply directly to trunk−to−line translations are shown:
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−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Datafilling Table HUNTGRP

Subfield or
Field     Refinement         Entry               Explanation and Action
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
HTGRP                        0 to 8,191          Hunt Group Number
                                                 Enter the hunt group number assigned to 
                                                 the hunt group.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
DN                           Numeric             Directory Number
                             (up to 15 digits)   Enter the listed DN of the hunt group.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
GRPTYP                       DNH                 Hunt Group Type
                                                 Enter DNH and datafill refinement TRMOPT.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
GRPDATA   TRMBOPT            Y or N              Terminating Billing Option
                                                 If the optional terminator software package 
                                                 is provided, and if a record is generated 
                                                 for each call to a member of the hunt group, 
                                                 enter "Y".  Otherwise, enter "N".
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

The following example MAP display shows sample datafill for table HUNTGRP:

HTGRP    SNPA    DN         GRPTYP    GRPDATA
________________________________________________________________
57       514     5462225    DNH       N N N RCVD N N N N N N 4 $

Datafilling Table HUNTMEM

Table HUNTMEM is datafilled if the called line belongs to a hunt group.

The following table shows the datafill specific to trunk−to−line translations for table
HUNTMEM.  Only those fields that apply directly to trunk−to−line translations are shown:

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Datafilling Table HUNTMEM

Subfield or
Field     Refinement         Entry               Explanation and Action
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
HTGRP                        0 to 8,191          Hunt Group Number Key
                                                 Enter the hunt group number to which 
                                                 the member belongs.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
HTMDATA                      See subfield        Hunt Member Data
                                                 This field consists of subfield SEL.

          SEL                B, D, L, or P       Select Hunt Group Type
                                                 Enter one of the following:

                                                   * B − Bridged Night Number
                                                   * D − Directory Number
                                                   * L − Multiline or Distributed Line
                                                   * P − Multiple Position

                                                 If the entry in this field is "D", complete 
                                                 subfields DN and BNNDAT.
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          DN                 Numeric             Directory Number
                             (up to 15 digits)   Enter the DN assigned to the hunt group 
                                                 sequence number.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

The following example MAP display shows sample datafill for table HUNTMEM:

HTGRP    SEQNO    INSERT    HTMDATA
_______________________________________
57       0        N         D 5462225 N

Datafilling Table LENLINES

The following table shows the datafill specific to trunk−to−line translations for table
LENLINES.  Only those fields that apply directly to trunk−to−line translations are shown:

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Datafilling Table LENLINES

Subfield or
Field     Refinement         Entry               Explanation and Action
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
LEN                          See note            Line Equipment Number
                                                 This field defines the physical location 
                                                 of the equipment that is connected to a 
                                                 specific telephone line.

Note: Field LEN consists of subfields SITE, 
                                                 FRAME, UNIT, DRAWER or LSG, SHELF, SLOT, and 
                                                 CIRCUIT.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
PTY                          R1 to R5,           Party and Ringing Combination
                             T1 to T5, or S      If the line is assigned to a two−, four−, 
                                                 eight−, or ten−party line, enter the party, 
                                                 R1 to R5 or T1 to T5, of the DN assigned to 
                                                 the line.  If the line is assigned to an 
                                                 individual line, enter "S" for single party.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
LNATTIDX                     0 to 2,047          Line Attribute Index
                                                 Enter the index into table LINEATTR.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

The following example MAP display shows sample datafill for table LENLINES:

LEN               PTY    RINGCODE    DN        SIGTYPE    LNATTIDX     OPTLIST
______________________________________________________________________________
HOST 05 0 16 17   S      0           5462225   DT         108          $

HOST 04 0 00 19   S      0           5663000   DT         8            $
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Translation Verification Tools

The following example shows the output from TRAVER when it is used to verify trunk−to−line
translations.  No pre−translator is specified.

>TRAVER tr S5AAA807IISLA 5663000 b
TABLE TRKGRP
S5AAA807IISLA IT 0 NPDGP NCRT IC DD MIDL 000 P807 NSCR 807 000 N N $
TABLE OFCVAR
AIN_OFFICE_TRIGGRP NIL
TABLE STDPRTCT
P807 ( 1) (65021) 0
 . SUBTABLE STDPRT
WARNING: CHANGES IN TABLE STDPRT MAY ALTER OFFICE
BILLING. CALL TYPE DEFAULT IS NP. PLEASE REFER TO
DOCUMENTATION.
 . 807 807 N DD 3 NA
 . SUBTABLE AMAPRT
 . KEY NOT FOUND
 . DEFAULT VALUE IS: NONE OVRNONE N
TABLE HNPACONT
807 201 1 ( 31) ( 1) ( 14) ( 0) 0
 . SUBTABLE HNPACODE
 . 457 457 DN 807 566
AIN Info Collected TDP: no subscribed trigger.
AIN Info Analyzed TDP: no subscribed trigger.
TABLE TOFCNAME
807 566
TABLE DNINV
807 566 3000 L HOST 04 0 00 19
AIN Term Attempt TDP: no subscribed trigger.
TABLE DNATTRS
TUPLE NOT FOUND
TABLE DNGRPS
TUPLE NOT FOUND

+++ TRAVER: SUCCESSFUL CALL TRACE +++
DIGIT TRANSLATION ROUTES

1 LINE 8075663000 ST

TREATMENT ROUTES. TREATMENT IS: GNCT
1 120T0

+++ TRAVER: SUCCESSFUL CALL TRACE +++
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Nortel DMS−100 Trunk Group Table (TRKGRP)

Table Name

Trunk Group Table

Functional Description of Table TRKGRP

Table TRKGRP contains operating company−defined data associated with each trunk group that
exists in the switching unit.  Entries in this table consist of the following information:

A unique Common Language Location Identifier (CLLI) associated with each trunk group entry.• 
The group type of the trunk group.• 
The traffic separation number associated with the trunk group.• 
The pad group assigned to the trunk group.• 
The Operational Measurements (OM) no−circuit class associated with the trunk group.• 
Additional refinements dependent on the group type.• 

The titles of the documentation section associated with each of the trunk group types available in
table TRKGRP are listed in the table below:

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Trunk Group Type

Type        Title
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
A5          Two−Way or Outgoing from Local to N.E.
AI          Automatic Intercept System
AN          Automatic Number Announcement
ANI         Automatic Number Identification
ATC         Access Tandem to Carrier
CA          Come−Again Signaling
CELL        Cellular
CISANI      Commonwealth of Independent States Automatic Number Identification
DA          Directory Assistance Charging
DS0         Digital Signal Level 0
E911        Enhanced 911 Emergency Service
ES          Outgoing to Emergency Service Bureau
GER2W       Two−way 1TR7 ISUP
GERIC       Incoming 1TR7 ISUP 
GEROG       Outgoing 1TR7 ISUP 
GTRK        Global Trunks 
GW          Gateway Trunks 
IBNTI       IBN Incoming 
IBNT2       IBN Two−Way 
IBNTO       IBN Outgoing 
IET         Interexchange 
INT101      International 101 Test 
IR          Outgoing No Outpulsing 
IS          Tandem Switching No Digits Incoming 
IT          Intertoll 
ITL2        International 102 Test 
ITOPS       International TOPS
LOOPA       Line Loop Test Unit 
LP4W        Four−wire Digital Loop Test Line 
LPBK        Loopback 
MAINT       Maintenance 
MTR         International 
NFA         Network Facility Access 
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NU          Nailed−Up Connection 
OC          OG/2W from Local to CAMA 
OI          Operator Incoming
OP          OG/2W from Local or Toll to TOPS or TSPS 
OPR         International Operator (No Metering) 
OS          Outgoing from Toll 
P2          Two−Way PBX DID/DOD 
PRA         ISDN Primary Rate Access 
PRIVLN      Private Line 
PX          Two−way Digital PBX
RC          Recording Completing 
RONI        TOPS Remote Operator Number Identification 
ROTL        Remote Office Test Line
SC          2W/IC from North AMR5 or CAMA 
SOCKT       Short or Open Circuit Test Line (SCKT or SCKT)
SPC         Semi−Permanent Connections 
T101        101 Communication Test Line 
T105        Terminating 105 Test Line 
T2          Two−Way End Office 
TD          Incoming and Outgoing Test Desk 
TDDO        Tandem Two−Stage Direct−Dial Overseas 
TI          Incoming End Office 
TL          CCIS Transmission Link 
TO          Outgoing End Office 
TOPS        TOPS Trunk Groups 
TOPSARU     TOPS External Audio Response Unit 
TOPSVL      TOPS Voice Link 
TPS101      International 101 Test Line 
TTL2        Terminating 102 Test Line
UT          Utility Telemetry 
VR          Operator Verification 
X75         X75 
ZI          0+ or 0− Tandem to TSPS or TOPS
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−End−

Description of Trunk Group Types

The set of trunk group types available for use in a specific office is a function of the hardware and
software features and feature packages installed in that office.  Some trunk group types that are
available in an office have fields that are subject to the presence of a feature.

The structure of the DMS software in an end office can be legacy, Generic Services Framework
(GSF), or both.  Legacy and GSF structures can be used at the same time on the same DMS
switch.

Before attempting to datafill table TRKGRP (or any other data schema table) a trunking diagram or
equivalent, reflecting the hardware and software features and feature packages ordered for the
office, must be at hand.

The trunk group type descriptions listed in the following table are useful as a general guide only and
should not be used as a definitive statement of the trunk group types available for use in any
specific office.
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−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Trunk Group Type Descriptions

Type       Description
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
AI         Automatic Intercept System
           In a DMS office, outgoing trunk group type AI interfaces with an Automatic Intercept
           System (AIS).  An information digit that is sent to the AIS selects the recorded 
           announcement that is returned to the originator of the call.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
AN         Automatic Number Announcement
           In a DMS end office, outgoing trunk group type AN interfaces with an Automatic Number 
           Announcement (ANA) system.  ANI spill consisting of the actual calling number is sent
           to ANA, which returns a recorded voice announcement of the calling number.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
ANI        International Automatic Number Identification
           In an international DMS office, two−way, incoming, or outgoing trunk group type
           ANI interfaces with another international office for applications that require
           Automatic Number Identification (ANI) information.

           In a DMS International Centralized Automatic Message Accounting (ICAMA) toll
           office, two−way, or incoming trunk group type ANI interfaces with an international
           office for calls requiring ICAMA services.

           Trunk group type ANI handles ANI signaling.  A sample trunking configuration for
           his trunk group type is shown in Figure 3.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
ANIINTL    ANI International
           This option has three subfields RECEIVE, CAINMSG, and CPNLBLK to support different 
           functionality for processing the CPN for calls originating on SS7 FGD trunks.  When 
           the ANIINTL.RECEIVE option in set to "Y", the CPN will not undergo ANI screening or 
           be processed as an ANI for billing purposes and the CPN will not be populated in the 
           ANISP (ANI Spill) field of the CDR273 record.  This also ensures that the call will 
           not go to ADBF (ANI Database Failure) treatment.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
ATC        Access Tandem to Carrier
           In a DMS access tandem or a DMS equal−access end office, two−way trunk group 
           type ATC interfaces with an interexchange carrier to carry equal−access traffic.
           A sample trunking configuration for trunk group type ATC is shown in Figure 7.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
A5         Toll From North Electric AMR5
           In a DMS end office, outgoing trunk group type A5 interfaces with an AMR5 toll
           office to handle Automatic Message Accounting (AMA) and operator assisted calls that
           use AMR5 signaling.

           Two−way trunk group type A5, in addition to the outgoing trunk functions, can be set
           up for the following incoming trunk functions:

             * Dedicated to toll completing
             * Dedicated to verification
             * Combined toll completing and verification
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
CA         Siemens ADDS Come−Again Signaling
           In a DMS end office, outgoing trunk group type CA interfaces with a Siemens ADDS
           switch for one−plus (1+), zero−plus (0+) and zero−minus (0−) calls, each identified
           by a distinct ID digit that is prefixed to the called number.  Coin and non−coin
           calls are routed using separate trunk groups.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
CELL       Cellular
           Outgoing, incoming, or two−way trunk group type CELL allows a Bellcore type 2A 
           interconnection between an Access Tandem (AT) DMS−200 switch and a Cellular Mobile 
           Carrier (CMC) switch.  A sample trunking configuration for trunk group type CELL is 
           shown in Figure 8.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
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CISANI     Commonwealth of Independent States Automatic Number Identification
           Trunk group type CISANI is used to distinguish toll ANI trunks from local and local
           tandem trunks in the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) telephony network. 
           This trunk group is used by the international DMS for ICAMA calls.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
CPNLBLK    Calling Party Numbers Line Block
           The CPNLBLK option for ISUP IMT trunks will be supported in table TRKGRP.  When the 
           CPNLBLK is present for the SS7 IMT terminator, the CPN is not included OPTIONAL PART
           of the outgoing IAM message.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
DA         Directory Assistance Charging
           In a DMS end office, outgoing trunk group type DA interfaces with a directory 
           assistance charging system.  ANI spill can be outpulsed provided the call type is 
           Operator Assisted (OA).
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
DS0        Digital Signal Level 0
           In a DMS Service Switching Point (SSP) office, trunk group type DS0 has the 
           capability of Common Channel Signaling 7 (CCS7) link access to a Signal Transfer
           Point (STP) node.  The DS0 link is a single channel 64 kbit/s link.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
ES         Emergency Service Bureau
           In a DMS end office, outgoing trunk group type ES interfaces with an Emergency 
           Service Bureau (ESB) system.

           Depending on the ESB setup, the trunk group can have ANI spill of the calling number 
           in addition to outpulsing of the called number (for example, 911).  Alternately, the 
           trunk group can be set up to have no ANI spill (independent of whether the called 
           number is outpulsed).
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
E911       Enhanced 911 Emergency Service
           In a DMS E911 tandem (DMS−100 or 100/200 with the Enhanced 911 Emergency Service 
           feature), incoming trunk group type E911, together with tables E911PSAP and E911ESN, 
           provides selective routing to the applicable Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP) 
           using the Emergency Service Number (ESN) corresponding to the Emergency Service Zone 
           (EZN) of the originator of the 911 call.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
FWDXMT     Forward Transmit
           Enter FWDXMT to control the voice path setup of trunk agencies.  The DXMT option can
           be datafiled with one of three values: STD, IMM, ANS for SS7 FGD, SS7 IMT.  For PTS 
           FGD, the FWDXMT option can be datafiled with one of two values: STD and ANS.  For
           4−wire DAL−TIE, the FWDXMT option can be added without the option values.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
GERIC      Incoming 1TR7 ISUP
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
GEROG      Outgoing 1TR7 ISUP
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
GER2W      Two−Way 1TR7 ISUP
           Trunk group type GERIC, GEROG, and GER2W are required for the German Intelligent
           Network field trial in order to handle the requirements of 1TR7 ISUP signaling when
           the direction of the trunk group is incoming, outgoing, or two−way, respectively.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
GTRK       Global Trunk
           In an DMS Global−100 end office, trunk group type GTRK provides a single trunk 
           type for two−way call processing.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
GW         International Gateway
           In a DMS international gateway office, two−way, incoming, or outgoing trunk
           group type GW is used as follows:

             * Gateway R1 and R1−5 Hybrid Signaling interfaces with the North American
               switching network.
             * Gateway CCITT 5 Signaling interfaces with the international switching network.
             * Gateway CCITT 6 Signaling interfaces with the international switching network.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
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IBNT2      Two−Way Integrated Business Network
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
IBNTI      Incoming Integrated Business Network
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
IBNTO      Outgoing Integrated Business Network
           In a DMS Integrated Business Network (IBN) end office, two−way trunk group type 
           IBNT2, incoming trunk group type IBNTI, and outgoing trunk group type IBNTO
           interface with an IBN end office as tie trunk groups and FX trunk groups that
           provide one or two−way access between IBN customer groups on different switching
           units, or access to the same customer group when the customer group is assigned
           to two or more switching units.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
IET        Interexchange
           IET is a general purpose tandem trunk type used in the setup of trunks that operate 
           with Send−Receive Multifrequency (SRMF) signaling.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
IMTFGD     IFD Trunk Agencies
           Enter IMTFGD to identify IFD trunk agencies.  This option can be datafilled on SS7 
           FGD trunk agencies.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
INT101     International 101 Test
           In a DMS gateway office, incoming or outgoing trunk group type INT101 is used for 
           the international 101 test.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
IR         Intercept, Information, or Repair with No Outpulsing
           In a DMS−100 end office, outgoing trunk group type IR interfaces with an intercept, 
           information, or repair desk.  No digits are outpulsed.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
IS         Tandem Switching No Digits Incoming
           In a DMS toll or end office, incoming trunk group type IS can route a call (upon 
           seizure) through table OFRT to an outgoing trunk group at the route index specified 
           for the trunk group.  Table OFRT permits digit prefixing where appropriate.  Calls 
           from a number of incoming trunk groups can be datafilled to go out on a common trunk
           group.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
ISUPIDX    ISUPIDX enumerated range is expanded to include RSVD.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
IT         Toll Connecting
           In a DMS toll or end office, two−way, incoming, or outgoing trunk group type IT 
           interfaces with a toll or end office to carry toll connecting traffic including toll 
           access, toll completing, and toll tandem.  Overlap outpulsing is possible on incoming
           or two−way Dial Pulse (DP) trunk groups provided field OVLP in table TRKSGRP is set 
           to "Y" (yes).  In offices without the ROTL software package (without trunk group type
           T105), the 105 test line can be datafilled as trunk group type IT.  A sample trunking
           configuration for trunk group type IT is shown in Figure 7.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
ITL2       International 102 Test
           In a DMS office, trunk group type ITL2 is used for the international 102 test.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
ITOPS      International Traffic Operator Position System
           In a DMS international office, outgoing trunk group type ITOPS interfaces with an 
           International Traffic Operator Position System (ITOPS) office for calls requiring
           the services of an ITOPS operator.  In a DMS international TOPS office, incoming
           trunk group type ITOPS interfaces with a DMS international office for calls
           requiring the services of an ITOPS operator.  In both cases, the signaling format
           meets the following international TOPS requirements:

             * Operator control of disconnect, which is used on outgoing trunks from the local
               end office to a toll office with ITOPS positions, allows ITOPS operators to have
               control of the calling and the called parties involved in a call.  When the
               calling party disconnects (on−hook signal sent from end office to toll office),
               the end office does not initiate disconnect until it receives an on−hook signal
               from the toll office.  This on−hook signal is under ITOPS operator control.
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             * The Ring Forward (RFG) wink signal is used by an ITOPS operator at the
               originating toll office to recall the ITOPS operator at the terminating toll
               office for a previously established connection.

             * The Ring Back (RGB) wink signal is used by an ITOPS operator at the terminating
               toll office to recall the ITOPS operator at the originating toll office for a 
               previously established connection.  This signal is also used by an ITOPS
               operator to ring a calling party that has been disconnected.

           To meet ITOPS requirements, the line signaling system can support either delay−dial
           start or wink start.  Trunk group type ITOPS software handles ANI.  A sample trunking
           configuration for trunk group type ITOPS is shown in Figures 4, 5, and 6.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
LOOPA      Loop−Around Test
           In a DMS office, trunk group type LOOPA is used for the loop−around test.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
LPBK       Loopback Trunk
           In a DMS ISDN office, incoming and outgoing trunk group type LPBK provides a means 
           of connecting two agents in the same office when a call between the two agents is not 
           possible using other loopback facilities.  The call between the two agents is split 
           into two legs:

             * The first leg of the call selects an outgoing LPBK trunk to terminate the
               original call.  The outgoing trunk loops back to the same office to come in
               as an incoming trunk of trunk group type LPBK.

             * The second leg of the call connects the incoming LPBK trunk to the terminating
               agent.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
LP4W       Four−Wire Digital Loop Test
           The four−wire digital loop test line trunk group is used for performing terminating 
           and originating loop−around tests on CCITT 7 ISUP trunks in a DMS−300 switching unit.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
MAINT      Maintenance Tests
           In a DMS office, trunk group type MAINT is used for the following maintenance 
           support items and tests:

             * Dialable Cable Locator Tone
             * Digital Test Unit
             * Emergency Stand−Alone
             * Position Head Set
             * Position Jack
             * Line Test Unit and LTU Talk & Monitor
             * Metallic Test Unit
             * 108 Test line
             * Trunk Test Transmission
             * Terminating Transmission Test
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
MTR        International with Metering
           In a DMS international office, two−way, incoming, or outgoing trunk group type MTR 
           interfaces with other international offices for local or national traffic.  Metering 
           is available as an option; calls that do not require metering can also use MTR trunks.

           Metering (MTR) type trunk groups handle the majority of call types.  A normal call 
           requiring no operator and no ICAMA applications goes through the network on MTR
           trunks. Sample trunking configurations for trunk group type MTR are shown in

Figures 1, 3, 4, 5, and 6.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
NFA        Network Facility Access
           Trunk group type NFA is used for the assignment of Network Facility Access (NFA)
           trunks that connect a subscriber line to an Intelligent Peripheral Processor (IP).
           These connections provide subscribers with direct access to services provided
           directly by the IP.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
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NODELAY    No Delay
           The NODELAY option only supports incoming and two−way PX trunks with IPULSTYP of DT 
           and ISTARTSG of WK.  When the NODELAY option is present on an incoming or two−way 
           PX trunk, the four second post dial delay will not be present for 1+10 digit calls
           using the AMBI TIM selector.  When the NODELAY option is not present on an incoming
           or two−way PX trunk, the four second post dial delay will be present for 1+10 digit
           calls using the AMBI TIM selector.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
NU         Nailed−Up Connection
           In a toll, end, or international gateway office, a trunk of incoming trunk group
           type NU can be permanently connected (nailed−up) to a trunk of outgoing trunk group
           type NU.  Table NLUPCLLI lists each nailed up connection that consists of an incoming
           trunk group type NU trunk and an outgoing trunk group type NU trunk.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
OC         Local ANI to Toll CAMA
           In a DMS end office, outgoing trunk group type OC interfaces with a toll office to 
           carry non−coin subscriber dialed chargeable calls (TOPS operator assistance not 
           required) recorded by CAMA in the toll office (calls are not recorded by LAMA in end 
           office).  Signaling formats include the CAMA ANI pulsing format, which is used for
           CAMA offices that do not use Traffic Service Position Systems (TSPS).  If the far−end
           toll office is a DMS switch, the far−end of trunk group type OC enters the far−end
           DMS toll office as trunk group type SC.

           In a DMS end office, two−way trunk group type OC interfaces with a toll office to 
           carry, in addition to the outgoing trunk traffic, the following incoming trunk 
           traffic:

             * Dedicated to toll completing
             * Dedicated to verification
             * Combined toll completing and verification

           In a DMS Equal Access End Office (EAEO) or an access tandem office, two−way trunk 
           group type OC interfaces with Feature Group B (FGB) Equal Access (EA) carriers.

           In a DMS toll or TOPS office, outgoing trunk group type OC can tandem a call to 
           another toll office as a CAMA call, outpulsing ANI when required.

           A sample trunking configuration for trunk group type OC is shown in Figure 7.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
OI         Incoming Operator Verification
           In a DMS office, incoming trunk group type OI interfaces with an operator
           switchboard or a TOPS office to carry one of the following traffic options:

             * Dedicated to toll completing
             * Dedicated to verification
             * Combined toll completing and verification

           Refer to trunk group type VR for additional information on verification calls.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
OP         Local TSPS Pulsing to TOPS
           In a DMS end office, outgoing trunk group type OP interfaces with a TOPS or 
           TSPS office and can be set up to carry any or all of the following types of 
           traffic:

             * Non−coin subscriber dialed chargeable calls recorded by CAMA in the TOPS 
               office using ANI or ONI (provided they are not recorded by LAMA in the 
               end office).

Note: This function is similar to the function of trunk group type OC. 
                     TOPS operator assistance is not required.

             * Coin and non−coin, TOPS operator assisted calls that can be recorded by 
               CAMA in the TOPS office using ANI or ONI.
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           Signaling formats include the pulsing format for TSPS from local office. 
           If the far−end switch is a DMS TOPS office, the far−end of trunk group type 
           OP enters the DMS TOPS office as trunk group type TOPS.

           In a DMS end office, two−way trunk group type OP can be set up for the 
           following incoming trunk functions (in addition to the outgoing trunk 
           functions):

             * Dedicated to toll completing
             * Dedicated to verification
             * Combined toll completing and verification

           A sample trunking configuration for trunk group type OP is shown in Figure 7.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
OPR        International with Operator
           In a DMS international office, two−way, incoming, or outgoing trunk group type 
           OPR interfaces with other international offices for local or national traffic 
           involving an operator.  Metering is not available.

           Operator (OPR) trunks are used to connect BA−1 switchboard operators to the DMS, 
           and to connect two DMS switches for calls from one BA−1 switchboard operator to 
           another office (possibly to another BA−1 switchboard operator).  A sample trunking 
           configuration for trunk group type OPR is shown in Figure 2.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
OS         Toll Completing Joint Hold
           In a DMS toll office equipped with feature package NTX193AA (4X Operation−AMR 5 
           Format ANI), outgoing trunk group type OS is used for toll completing and toll 
           tandem calls requiring the joint hold feature.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
PRA        Primary Rate Access
           Trunk group type PRA is used by the ISDN Primary Rate Access feature.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
PRIVLN     Gateway Private Line
           Incoming or outgoing trunk group type PRIVLN is used for private lines in a DMS 
           gateway office.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
PX         DID/DOD PBX Digital
           In a DMS end office, two−way, incoming, or outgoing trunk group type PX interfaces 
           with a digital Private Branch Exchange (PBX) for Direct Inward Dialing (DID), 
           Direct Outward Dialing (DOD), or both.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
P2         DID/DOD PBX
           In a DMS end office, two−way, incoming, or outgoing trunk group type P2 connects 
           with a PBX for DID, DOD, or both.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
RC         Recording Completing
           In a DMS office, trunk group type RC interfaces to a 3CL switchboard with an 
           audible class of service tone forwarded to the operator.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
RESETBLK   Reset Dial Block
           When this new option is assigned, reset dialing will not be allowed for calls on 
           that trunk.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
RONI       Remote ONI
           In a TOPS office, trunk group type RONI is part of a feature that records ONI calls 
           (using LAMA or CAMA) in an office with no CAMA positions in operation.  ANI fail and 
           ONI calls are routed to a TOPS office where they come in on a trunk group of type 
           RONI.  The remote TOPS operator communicates by voice with the originator of the call 
           and keys in the calling number, which is sent back to the original office where the 
           call is recorded by LAMA or CAMA.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
ROTL       Remote Office Test Line
           Trunk group type ROTL is used in a DMS office that is equipped with feature BR0069. 
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
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SC         Incoming/Two−Way CAMA
           In a DMS toll office, and under certain conditions in a DMS TOPS office, incoming 
           trunk group type SC interfaces with an end office to carry non−coin subscriber dialed 
           chargeable calls (TOPS operator assistance not required) recorded by CAMA in the toll 
           office (the calls are not recorded by LAMA in the far−end office).  Signaling formats 
           include the CAMA ANI pulsing format (non−TSPS CAMA office).  ANI calls are recorded 
           by CAMA automatically.  In−band coin control is possible.

           ANI fail and ONI calls are handled by the CAMA operator who enters the calling
           number manually to enable the recording of the call by CAMA.  The call is then sent
           on for toll completion.

           If the 4X feature is present, operator assisted traffic (0+ and 0−) can tandem 
           through the switch to a switching unit with TOPS or TSPS using outgoing trunk 
           group type OP.  If the far−end is a DMS switch, the far−end of trunk group type 
           SC leaves the far−end DMS switch as trunk group type OC.

           In a DMS toll office, two−way trunk group type SC can be set up for the following 
           outgoing trunk functions (in addition to the incoming trunk functions):

             * Dedicated to toll completing
             * Dedicated to verification
             * Combined toll completing and verification

           A sample trunking configuration for trunk group type SC is shown in Figure 7. 
           Refer to trunk group type VR for additional information on verification calls.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
SOCKT      Transmission Test
           In a DMS office, trunk group type SOCKT is used for transmission tests.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
SPC        Semi−Permanent Connection
           In an international office, a trunk of an outgoing trunk group type SPC can be 
           connected semipermanently to:

             * A trunk of an outgoing trunk group type SPC
             * A line of line class code SPC

           Table SPCCON has a tuple for each semipermanent connection to identify the two 
           members of the connection.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
TD         Test Desk
           In a DMS end office, incoming and outgoing trunk group type TD interfaces with a 
           test desk (for example, #14 LTD or #3 LTC).
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
TDDO       Two−Stage Direct Dial Overseas
           In a DMS toll office, outgoing trunk group type TDDO interfaces with an
           international originating toll center for tandem switching of two−stage calls.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
TI, TO, T2 Incoming End Office, Outgoing End Office, Two−Way End Office
           In a DMS office, incoming, outgoing, or two−way trunk group type TI, TO, or T2 
           interfaces with an end or toll office for local, direct, or tandem switching.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
TL         CCIS Transmission Link
           In a DMS office capable of Common Channel Interoffice Signaling (CCIS), two−way 
           trunk group type TL interfaces with another office capable of CCIS to transmit 
           and receive signals between the two offices.  Call processing functions are not 
           supported.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
TOPS       Traffic Operator Position System
           In a DMS TOPS office, incoming trunk group type TOPS interfaces with an end office 
           and can be set up to carry any or all of the following types of traffic:

             * Non−coin subscriber dialed chargeable calls recorded by CAMA in the TOPS
               office using ANI or ONI.
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Note: This function is similar to the function of trunk group type SC. 
                     TOPS operator assistance is not required.

             * Coin and non−coin TOPS operator assisted calls that can be recorded by CAMA 
               in the TOPS office using ANI or ONI.

           Signaling formats include the pulsing format for Traffic Service Position System
           (TSPS) from local office.  If the far−end is a DMS switch, the far−end of trunk 
           group type TOPS leaves the far−end DMS office as trunk group type OP.

           In a DMS toll office, two−way trunk group type TOPS can be set up for the following 
           outgoing trunk functions (in addition to the incoming trunk functions):

             * Dedicated to toll completing
             * Dedicated to verification
             * Combined toll completing and verification

           A sample trunking configuration for trunk group type TOPS is shown in Figure 7.
           Refer to trunk group type VR for additional information on verification calls.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
TOPSAU     TOPS External Audio Response Unit
           In a DMS TOPS office, outgoing trunk group type TOPSARU interfaces with a 
           Directory Assistance System (DAS) external Audio Response Unit (ARU) to provide 
           an announcement in response to an operator request.  No outpulsing is done.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
TOPSVL     TOPS Voice Link
           In a DMS TOPS office, outgoing trunk group type TOPSVL interfaces with a Voice 
           Service Node (VSN), enabling the use of the Automated Alternate Billing Service 
           (AABS).  No outpulsing is done.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
TPS101     International 101 Test Line
           In a DMS international office, trunk group type TPS101 is used as the international 
           101 test line.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
TTL2       Carrier Milliwatt Test
           In a DMS office, trunk group type TTL2 is used for the carrier milliwatt supply and 
           balance termination test.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
T101       101 Test Line
           In a DMS office, incoming and outgoing trunk group type T101 is used for the type 
           101 test.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
T105       105 Test Line
           In a DMS office, trunk group type T105 is used for the terminating 105 test line 
           provided the ROTL software package is present in the office.  In offices without 
           the ROTL package (without trunk group type T105), the terminating 105 test line 
           can be datafilled as a trunk group of type IT.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
UT         Utility Telemetry
           In a DMS office, incoming trunk group type UT connects to a Central Office Service 
           Unit (COSU).  The COSU initiates and controls telemetry calls to Telemetry Interface
           Units (TIU) on subscriber lines.  The DMS office translates the digits received from 
           the COSU and attempts to establish a no−ring connection to a subscriber's line. 
           The UT trunk returns the appropriate treatment to the COSU if the line is not idle.

           If the line is idle, the COSU is cut through to the TIU and the telemetry session 
           proceeds.  When the telemetry session is completed or the subscriber goes off−hook, 
           the COSU instructs the DMS office to take down the call.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
VR         Verification
           In a DMS end office, outgoing trunk group type VR interfaces with a minibar switch
           to provide metallic path access to a call in progress between two other parties.
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           The need for metallic path access arises when an authorized operator originated 
           verification call attempts to terminate on a line that is busy.

           A call is a verification call when it originates on a trunk group type A5, OC, OP, 
           OI, or TD and one of the following three groups of conditions is satisfied:

             * The type of call is Operator Assisted (OA)
             * The trunk group is dedicated to verification (MODE VF)
             * The trunk group is dedicated to both toll completing and verification (MODE CV)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
X75        X75
           Trunk group type X75 allows the connection of DMS trunking facilities to a DMS 
           packet handler (which uses X.75 protocol).
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
ZI         Tandem 0+ and 0− to TOPS
           In a DMS toll office, incoming trunk group type ZI can tandem zero−plus (0+) and 
           zero−minus (0−) traffic to TOPS over outgoing trunk group type OP.  If the far−end 
           switch is a DMS switch, the far−end of trunk group type ZI leaves the far−end DMS 
           office as trunk group type OP.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−End−

Sample Trunking Configurations

Sample trunking configurations for a number of typical applications are shown below.  The arrows in
each figure denote the direction of call progression, and in the case of trunks, indicate the
connection from an outgoing trunk on one switch to an incoming trunk on the subsequent switch.

Figure 1: Inter−Office Local Call (DMS International)

Figure 2: Subscriber to BA−1 Board Operator Call (DMS International)
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Figure 3: Subscriber−Originated Call Through ICAMA (DMS International)

Figure 4: Subscriber−Originated Call Through ITOPS (DMS International)
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Figure 5: Subscriber−Originated Call Through ITOPS Operators (DMS International)

Figure 6: ITOPS Operator−Originated Call (DMS International)
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Figure 7: Access Tandem Environment (DMS AT & EAEO)

Figure 8: Cellular Mobile Carrier (CMC Interconnection)

Datafill Sequence and Implications

Table CLLI must be datafilled prior to table TRKGRP.

The following tables may also require datafilling prior to table TRKGRP, depending on the group
type.

ANNMEMS (Announcement Members Table)• 
BCDEF (Bearer Capability Definition Table)• 
C7RTESET (CCS7 Routeset Table)• 
DEFDATA (Default Data Table)• 
DGHEAD (Digit Analysis Head Table)• 
E911NPD (Enhanced 911 Numbering Plan Digit Table)• 
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LCASCRCN (Local Calling Area Screening Control Table)• 
NCOS (Network Class of Service Table)• 
PADDATA (Pad Data Table)• 
POSNAME (List of Position Names Table)• 
PXHEAD (Prefix Code Head Table)• 
SNPANAME (Serving Numbering Plan Area Name Table)• 
STDPRTCT.AMAPRT (Automatic Message Accounting Pretranslator Subtable)• 
TRIGGRP (TRIGGRP Trigger Group Table)• 
TSTLCONT (Test Line Control Table)• 

Table Size

Field SIZE in table DATASIZE specifies the total number of trunk groups that can be datafilled in
table TRKGRP.  The table length can be extended by changing the value of this field and
performing a cold restart.  The maximum number of trunk groups that can be datafilled is
8,191.  Each tuple in table TRKGRP requires 49 words of data store.

Note: If the NORESTARTSWACT utility is available on your switch, you can activate
data changes without interrupting service.  Refer to NORESTARTSWACT User's
Guide, NTP 297−1001−546.

ASEQ/DSEQ selection sequences should be limited to the following trunk group size:

In DMS offices with NT40 processors, a maximum of 175 members.• 

Exceeding this recommended limit may significantly increase call completion time.

General Field Information

General field information that is common to most field types is included in this section of the
document.  For detailed information specific to a particular trunk group type, refer to the TRKGRP
documentation section that deals with that trunk group type.

GRPINFO and Related Fields

While the default structure of table TRKGRP is set up as two fields, GRPKEY (which contains the
key to the table) and GRPINFO (which contains all of the other fields), this structure may be
modified if table CUSTFLDS is datafilled with an entry for table TRKGRP.  The modified structure
generally consists of fields GRPKEY, GRPTYP, TRAFSNO, PADGRP, NCCLS, and GRPINFO.

In the modified structure, fields GRPTYP, TRAFNSO, PADGRP, and NCCLS become separate
fields rather than subfields of GRPINFO, however the datafill sequence for entry values remains
unchanged.  The documentation for table TRKGRP is based on the two field (default) structure,
since this the most common.

Traffic Class (Field TRAFCLS)

This field is provided for the convenience of operating companies that associate their own traffic
class code with each trunk group.  The following table shows some sample traffic class
codes.  DMS software does not use most of the data in field TRAFCLS.

Note: Class code BLV, for busy−line verification, is an exception.  To enable Local Number
Portability (LNP) for an incoming trunk from a TOPS scrambler circuit, set the traffic class field for
that trunk to BLV.  Trunks with traffic class set to BLV must be dedicated to BLV calls.
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−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Examples of Traffic Class Codes

Traffic Class        Usage
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
AL                   Alarm
AN                   Announcement 
BLV                  Busy Line Verify 
CA                   CAMA 
CB                   Coin Box 
CD                   Customer Dial Instruction 
CP                   CAMA Office to CAMA Operator Desk 
CS                   Coin Supervision 
DA                   Directory Assistance 
DD                   DDD Access 
DS                   Dial Tone Speed
IA                   Intraoffice 
IE                   Interoffice 
IN                   Information 
IR                   Intercept
IT                   Intertoll
LW                   Leave Word 
MA                   Manual Assistance 
MB                   Mobile Radio
MI                   Miscellaneous 
MN                   Manual 
MT                   Intertandem 
NT                   No Test 
OA                   Operator Assistance 
OF                   Official
OW                   Order Wire 
PS                   Permanent Signal
RC                   Recording Completing 
RR                   Rate and Route
RS                   Repair Service 
SC                   Service Code 
SO                   Service Observing 
SP                   TSPS or TOPS
TA                   Toll Station 
TC                   Toll Completing
TE                   End Office Toll 
TG                   Tandem Completing 
TI                   Time 
TK                   Test Disk 
TM                   Toll Completing and Toll Switching Combined 
TO                   Tandem Originating 
TP                   TOPS or TSPS Unit to TOPS or TSPS Position 
TS                   Toll Switching 
TT                   Toll Tandem
TW                   TWX Switching Plan 
VC                   Vacant Code 
VR                   Verification
WE                   Weather
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−End−

Traffic Separation Numbers (Field TRANSNO)

If the switching unit has feature package NTX085AA (Traffic Separation Peg Count), the range of
values for the incoming and outgoing traffic separation numbers are dependent upon the value of
office parameters TFAN_IN_MAX_NUMBER and TFAN_OUT_MAX_NUMBER in table OFCENG.
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For switching units without feature package NTX085AA, the range of values for the traffic
separation numbers is 0 to 15.

Incoming and outgoing traffic separation numbers 1 to 9 are reserved for generic traffic separation
numbers.  See table TFANINT for the assignment of incoming to outgoing traffic separation
numbers.

With the traffic separation feature, a peg count of all calls, by type of call, Direct Dial (DD), Operator
Assisted (OA), or No Prefix (NP), can be accumulated between an originating source (incoming
trunk or an originating line attribute) and a terminating destination (outgoing trunk, terminating line
attribute, tone, or announcement).

Pad Groups (Field PADGRP)

Field PADGRP contains the name of the pad group in table PADDATA that lists the value of the pad
circuits that can be switched into the network when one of the members of the group is involved in a
call.

Different values for the pad circuits can be specified when the circuit connects to an agent with a
different pad group.

Network pad switching is only applicable when a new circuit is connected to the public switching
network.

Operational Measurement No−Circuit Classes (Field NCCLS)

Table TRKGRP field NCCLS specifies the Operational Measurement (OM) register that is
incremented when treatment GNCT occurs.  Refer to the Operational Measurements Reference
Manual for information on DMS OMs.

Treatment GNCT occurs when a trunk group is the last route in a route list and an "All Trunks Busy"
condition is encountered on this list.

OM react to treatment GNCT by incrementing register OFZ2 to record the number of times the
GNCT treatment is invoked and by incrementing one of the registers listed below to indicate which
type of facility was unavailable, as defined by the entry in table TRKGRP field NCCLS.

If a trunk group is incoming, no−circuit class is not required.  Enter NCRT to satisfy the table editor.

For outgoing or the outgoing side of a two−way trunk group, the operating company can assign any
of the no−circuit classes listed in the following table.

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
No−Circuit Classes

Field NCCLS Entry        Register Name          Register Description
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
NCBN                     OFZNCBN                No−circuit business network (IBN trunks)
NCID                     OFZNCID                No−circuit inward dial (2W DID/DOD trunks)
NCIM                     OFZNCIM                No−circuit intermachine
NCIT                     OFZNCIT                No−circuit intertoll
NCLT                     OFZNCLT                No−circuit local tandem
NCOF                     OFZNCOF                No−circuit offnet trunk (ONAL, ONAT, DOL, 
                                                or DOT)
NCON                     OFZNCON                No−circuit onnet trunk (DAL, MTX)
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NCOT                     OFZNCOT                No−circuit other trunk (test lines, test desk, 
                                                or maintenance trunks)
NCRT                     OFZNCRT                No−circuit (0+/0− tandem to TOPS, outgoing to 
                                                AMR5 or CAMA, outgoing local, recording 
                                                completing outgoing, TOPS outgoing)
NCTC                     OFZNCTC                No−circuit toll completing
NCSC                     OFZNOSC                No−service circuit (AN or AI trunks)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−End−

Trunk Selection Problems

Two main problems currently exist with Central Office (CO) trunk selection:

Problem 1: Killer Trunks  A killer trunk is one that has any of the characteristics listed below:

A repeatedly seized trunk is repeatedly seized, but due to a malfunction is held for a very short time.  Within a
trunk group, these trunks have a higher than average attempt rate.

• 

A slow release trunk has a low attempt rate along with fairly high usage.• 

An always busy trunk has a usage of 36.0 hundred call seconds (CCS), or one erlang, and zero attempts.• 

An always idle trunk has a usage of zero CCS and zero attempts.• 

Problem 2: Glare  Glare occurs if two COs try to seize the same trunk at the same time.

Trunk Selection Algorithms

The trunk selection algorithms for two−way trunk groups in a DMS office are datafilled in field
SELSEQ.  The following selection algorithms are available:

Most Idle/Least Idle (MIDL/LIDL)• 
Control Odd/Control Even (CNTLODD/CNTLEVN)• 
Ascending Sequential/Descending Sequential (ASEQ/DSEQ)• 
Clockwise Circular Trunk Hunt/Counterclockwise Circular Trunk Hunt (CWCTH/CCWCTH)• 

Note: CNTLODD and CNTLEVN are used for JPN ISUP only.

A summary of the problems and relative merits of the various trunk selection schemes follows.

Select Sequence − MIDL/LIDL

The MIDL/LIDL process is based on the length of time a trunk member is idle.  One
central office selects from a trunk group the trunk that is idle for the longest period of
time.  The opposite end central office selects from a trunk group the trunk that is idle
for the shortest period of time.  The selection order of trunks is not fixed.

MIDL/LIDL and Killer Trunks

In a LIDL office, some types of killer trunks move to the head of the list.  When one
does, it becomes the least idle trunk and is repeatedly seized.  All calls routed to this
killer trunk fail to complete.
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MIDL/LIDL and Glare

MIDL/LIDL minimizes glare by preventing the possibility of simultaneous seizure prior
to the seizure of the last idle trunk in the trunk group.

Select Sequence − CNTLODD/CNTLEVN

The CNTLODD/CNTLEVN selection sequence method logically divides trunk groups
into a controlling group and a non−controlling group on the basis of odd or even
Circuit Identification Codes (CIC).  When an outgoing trunk is required, the
controlling group circuit that has been released the longest (most idle) is selected.  If
all circuits in the controlling group are busy, the latest released circuit (least idle) in
the non−controlling group is selected instead.

If a select sequence (field SELSEQ value) of CNTLODD is assigned, the controlling
group is the set of odd numbered CICs.  If a select sequence of CNTLEVN is
assigned, the controlling group is the set of even numbered CICs.

CNTLODD/CNTLEVN and Glare

CNTLODD/CNTLEVN trunk selection minimizes the occurrence of glare.

Select Sequence − ASEQ/DSEQ

Sequential trunk selection minimizes the occurrence of glare and reduces reseizure
of killer trunks encountered with the MIDL/LIDL trunk selection method when used for
two−way trunks.  In sequential trunk selection, the trunk selection order and selection
starting point are fixed.  The beginning of the list for one CO is the end of the list for
the opposite end CO.  This list is searched sequentially by each CO, starting from the
beginning of the list, for the first idle trunk.  One CO selects the first idle trunk,
searching the list in ascending order.  The opposite end CO selects the first idle
trunk, searching the list in descending order.

Caution: It is recommended that ASEQ/DSEQ selection sequences
should be limited to a maximum of 175 trunk members in DMS offices
with NT40 processors.  Exceeding this recommended limit may
significantly increase call completion time.

ASEQ/DSEQ and Killer Trunks

The position of a killer trunk in the sequential list determines its impact on trunk
selection.  A killer trunk in the middle of the list has minimal impact but one near
either end has significant impact.  This is due to all searches starting at one end or
the other of the trunk member list.  If the traffic is such that an idle trunk is found near
the end of the list for most searches, then a killer trunk will be seized more often than
a killer trunk in the middle of the list.

ASEQ/DSEQ and Glare

ASEQ/DSEQ minimizes glare by preventing simultaneous seizure prior to the seizure
of the last idle trunk in the trunk group.
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Select Sequence − CWCTH/CCWCTH

Like ASEQ/DSEQ, the circular trunk selection strategy is based on a fixed ordered
list of trunks.  The two COs search the list in opposite directions, similar to the
ASEQ/DSEQ method.  The trunk selected is the first idle trunk found in a search
starting after the Most Recently Released (MRR) trunk in the trunk group.

For an analogy, use a clock to denote the list of trunks with the hours representing
the trunks.  In a two−way trunk group, one CO searches the list of trunks clockwise
from a common reference point.  The other CO searches the list of trunks
counterclockwise from the same reference point as the first CO.  The common
reference point is the MRR trunk in the group.  The reference point is updated each
time a trunk is released.

Circular Trunk Group Selection

CWCTH/CCWCTH and Killer Trunks

Circular Trunk Hunting (CTH) substantially reduces the impact of killer
trunks.  Repeatedly seized killer trunks are not reseized as often under the CTH
selection method as with the MIDL/LIDL and ASEQ/DSEQ selection methods, in
two−way trunk groups.  In the CTH selection method, the selection starting point
changes each time a trunk is released (the MRR trunk).  If the MRR trunk is a killer
trunk, the next trunk seized is a trunk to either side of the killer trunk.  CTH has no
effect on the other types of killer trunks.
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CWCTH/CCWCTH, Killer Trunks, and Operational Measurements

The killer trunk feature gathers usage and peg counts for each trunk, over a specified
interval of time, to detect killer trunks.  The count is updated upon seizure of a trunk,
when the trunk changes from a "Not Call Processing Busy" state to a "Call
Processing Busy" state.  CTH reduces the number of times a killer trunk is
seized.  Therefore, CTH lowers the threshold used in determining whether a trunk
has killer trunk characteristics.

CWCTH/CCWCTH and Glare

Glare occurs when one or two idle trunks are left in the trunk group.  CTH does not
affect the occurrence of glare.  Glare occurrence during CTH is the same as glare
occurrence during the two other trunk selection methods.

Choosing a Trunk Selection Method and Sequence

Field SELSEQ defines the trunk selection method and sequence for the two−way trunk group.  The
trunk selection method for a two−way trunk group in a DMS office must be compatible with the
switching office equipment at the far−end of the trunk group.  This requirement is outlined below.

If the trunk group is two−way and the far−end is a link list switcher, enter one of the following select
sequences.  The link list switcher is a method of call processing that determines trunk selection
based on a dynamically linked list of trunk members.

LIDL  Enter LIDL (Least Idle) if far−end is a link list switcher with MIDL (Most Idle) select sequence.

MIDL  Enter MIDL (Most Idle) if far−end is a link list switcher with LIDL (Least Idle) select sequence.

Far−End Not Link List Switcher

If sequential selection (feature package NTX244AB, Enhanced Sequential Trunk Hunting) is
present, the trunk group is two−way, the far−end is not a link list switcher, and sequential selection
is required, enter one of the following selection sequences:

ASEQ  Enter ASEQ for Ascending Sequential selection based on the order of trunk members in
table TRKMEM, if the far−end is descending sequential selection.

DSEQ  Enter DSEQ for Descending Sequential selection based on the order of trunk members in
table TRKMEM, if the far−end is ascending sequential selection.

CWCTH  Enter CWCTH for Clockwise Circular Trunk Hunting from the MRR trunk in the trunk
group, based on the order of trunk members in table TRKMEM, if the far−end is counterclockwise
circular trunk hunting.

CCWCTH  Enter CCWCTH for Counterclockwise Circular Trunk Hunting from the MRR trunk in the
trunk group, based on the order of trunk members in table TRKMEM, if the far−end is clockwise
circular trunk hunting.
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Far−End Not Link List

If the trunk group is two−way, the far−end is not a link list switcher, and sequential selection does
not apply, enter MIDL (to satisfy the table editor).

Changing Trunk Selection Method and Sequence

A trunk group trunk selection method cannot be changed.  If such a change is required, create a
new trunk group that has the required trunk selection method, then delete the individual trunks from
the old trunk group and add them to the new trunk group.

For an existing trunk group, the selection sequence can be changed to ASEQ from DSEQ or from
DSEQ to ASEQ if all the members are Installation Busy (INB) or unequipped.

Software Structure

Trunk groups belonging to legacy and Generic Services Framework (GSF) software structures can
be datafilled in table TRKGRP.  Each structure uses different tables as shown below:

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Mapping of Legacy Tables to GSF Tables

Legacy Table        GSF Table
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
TRKGRP              TRKGRP
ISUPDEST            TRKSERV
TRKSGRP             TRKSIGPF
TRKMEM              TRKBCHNL
C7TRKMEM            TRKBCHNL
FAILMSG             FAILMAP
TMTMAP              TRKTRMT
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Legacy Software Structure

This section contains information about datafilling tables for the legacy software structure.

Table TRKGRP − Additional Information in Other Tables

Additional information about table TRKGRP is defined in other tables as shown in the following
table:

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Recommended Entry in Table CUSTPROT

TABNAME    READPROT    UPDTPROT    ALLPROT
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
TRKGRP     15          20          30
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Define Table Size in Table DATASIZE

The total number of trunk groups for which memory is allocated in table TRKGRP is equal to the
value of field SIZE in table DATASIZE.  The length of the table can be extended by changing the
value of SIZE in table DATASIZE and doing a cold restart.  The maximum number of trunk groups is
8,191.
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Define Trunk Subgroups in Table TRKSGRP

Each of the trunk groups in table TRKGRP is assigned a maximum of two subgroups.  Subgroups
are provided so that the trunk group can have a mixture of analog and digital trunks or a mixture of
analog card types (maximum two).

Define Trunk Group Members in Table TRKMEM

The trunk number in a group, and the physical location of all analog or digital trunks assigned to the
trunk groups, are listed in table TRKMEM.

Define Trunk Group Billing Code in Table BILLCODE

The billing code data for each of the incoming or two−way CAMA or AMR5 trunk groups is listed in
table BILLCODE.

Generic Services Framework Structure

This section contains information about datafilling tables for the GSF software structure.

Define Trunk Subgroups in Table TRKSIGPF

Each of the trunk groups in table TRKGRP is assigned a maximum of two subgroups.  Subgroups
are provided so that the trunk group can have a mixture of analog and digital trunks or a mixture of
analog card types (maximum two).

Define Trunk Group Members in Table TRKBCHNL

The trunk number in a group, and the physical location of all analog or digital trunks assigned to the
trunk groups, are listed in table TRKBCHNL.

Define CCS7 Trunk Members in Table TRKBCHNL

The CCS7 Circuit Identification Code (CIC) for each CCS7 trunk member is listed in table
TRKBCHNL.

Miscellaneous Notes

Trunking Diagram

Before datafilling various trunk group type forms, an office trunking diagram or equivalent must be
available.

Synchronous Clock Table SYNCLK

For central office synchronization, two DS−1 channels must be assigned as synchronization timing
links.  Refer to the description of table SYNCLK for further details.

Restoration of Original Datafill After Testing

Once installation tests are completed, the original trunk translations are restored to original datafill.
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Equal Access for DMS−100 Wireless

When datafilling Equal Access (EA) on the DMS−100 Wireless switch, the wireless portion of an
ISUP Integrated Service Link (ISL) trunk must be datafilled as a DID trunk group type with
refinement RTEVIAAT set to "Y".  The wireline portion of the ISUP ISL trunk must be datafilled as
an IT trunk type.  Option CELL must be set to "2A" to support North American EA ISL
terminations.  A distinct billable number must be designated for option BILLNO for the downstream
processor to distinguish the AMA records generated by the wireless DID ISL and non−ISL trunks.

Memory Allocation

Tuples are allocated in blocks of 32, with each tuple consuming 100 bytes:
32 * 100 = 3,200 bytes

Each time a new group is added, an additional 64 bytes is allocated.

The following is an example calculation for 32 tuples:
(32 * 100) + (32 * 64) = 5,248 bytes

Datafill Examples

The following is an example MAP display of an EANT trunk type using the ANIINTL option with
subfields RECEIVE, CAINMSG, and CPNLBLK:

GRPKEY         GRPTYP     
                          TRAFSNO            PADGRP            
                          NCCLS              GRPINFO
___________________________________________________________________________
250TEANT2WS7   EANT 0 NPDGP NCOF UCS 0 2W 250PRETT LIDL 16 7 16 16 ANIPRETT
               4 4 619 UCS2EAEO NIL 619 7 NONE 0 NONE 0 0 3_1KHZ 160
                          (ANIDIGS)          (TMANIDLV ALWAYS)  
                          (CICSIZE 4DIGS)    (ANIINTL N N Y) $

The following is an example of a IMT trunk using the CPNLBLK option:

GRPKEY           GRPTYP     
                          TRAFSNO            PADGRP 
                          NCCLS              GRPINFO
____________________________________________________________________________
250_OG_RLT_RTPC  IMT 0 NPDGP NCIT UCS 0 OG NPRT MIDL 16 16 16 16 UCS2UCS NIL
                 C N NONE 4 ALWAYS ADDR 1 1 INTER N SPEECH NONE 4 160 619 0 
                          (RLT V1 N)         (TMCICBLK BLK_TNS) 
                          (CICSIZE 4DIGS)    (CPNLBLK ) $
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The following is an example of a PX trunk using the NODELAY option:

GRPKEY     GRPINFO
______________________________________________________________________________________
RCC20PX    PX 0 ELO NCRT IC NIL MIDL N POT1 NSCR 619 619 LCL NONE NONE NLCA N N 32 NIL
           5400002 DIALTN N N N (NODELAY) $

RCC0PX     PX 0 ELO NCRT 2W NIL MIDL N POT1 NSCR 619 619 LCL NONE NONE NLCA N N 32 NIL
           5400002 DIALTN N N N (NODELAY) $

The following example shows TRKGRP tuple with the RESETBLK option:

GRPKEY         GRPTYP        
                             TRAFSNO       PADGRP 
                             NCCLS         GRPINFO
_____________________________________________________________________________________
DAL228TWDTLS   DAL 127 NPDGP NCON 0 2W DAL MIDL 16 7 16 16 S 10 NIL DL 0 5 111 MANUAL
               214 0 6112211 NONE 0 VOICE_DATA Y 1 N Y NONE 00 160 
                             (MCCS )       (OHQTERM ) 
                             (CAIN )       (RESETBLK) $

Datafill Warnings

If an attempt is made to datafill the option on an outgoing PX trunk, the following error message is
displayed:

NODELAY option allowed on IC or 2W trunks only.
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Testing and Ventilating Manholes
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Simple Hidden Camera Detector

Overview

A device referred to as the SpyFinder has recently hit the personal hidden camera locator
market.  This device is nothing more than a slightly modified flashlight which will locate a hidden
camera via the "glint" reflected off the camera's lens.  You can view the website for the SpyFinder's
main distributor here: www.thespyfinder.com.  It sells for $115.  Really.  It works by emitting an
intense, pulsed beam of light from a series of red LEDs.  When viewing this pulsed light source
through the SpyFinder's built−in view finder, a hidden camera will show up as a pulsed reflection of
light (glint) coming from the lens.  That's the idea at least.  It really does work, just that you'll get alot
of false triggers, as anything reflective will glint.  Also, modern CCD lens are getting to be very small
in physical size, and it is possible to miss them if you "sweep" the area too quickly.  But...  If you
need to quickly scan the walls in the men's bathroom during a horny old pedophiles conference, and
one of the room's tiles winks back at you, you know Emmanuel Goldstein (Orwell's Big Brother
Freedom Fighter) is watching you poop.

How it Works & Operation

Excerpt from: http://www.thespyfinder.com/how.asp

Operating Principle

The SpyFinder hidden camera detector/locator is the most reliable and easy to use
technology on the market for making sure that your private actions are not being
watched.  Its function is based on the principle of optical augmentation.  This
technical jargon refers to the phenomenon where light reflected from a focused
optical system, such as a video camera, is reflected along the same path as the
incident light.  This means that if a hidden camera is illuminated and viewed with the
SpyFinder technology, then a strong reflection from the target camera will reveal its
position to the user.  The SpyFinder exploits this phenomenon by using a ring of
ultra−bright LEDs arranged around a viewing port.  When a user scans a room
looking through the viewing port, a hidden camera appearing in the field of view will
brightly reflect the light from the LEDs.

Operation

While the equivalent of rocket scientists thought up the SpyFinder technology,
operating it is not rocket science.  Simply look through the viewing port (see photo)
and depress the button to activate the LEDs.  Slowly scan areas where hidden
cameras are suspected and look for bright reflected spots.  Remember, most hidden
video cameras use pinhole camera lenses, so the spot you are looking for could be
small.

If you see a suspected camera, move your vantage point slightly.  If the location of
the reflection moves as you move, then this is not a camera.  If the location of the
reflection does not move, then it is highly likely that you have discovered the optics of
a hidden camera.

For example, consider a wall clock that has a domed plastic cover and a pinhole
camera concealed under the numeral six on the clock face.  When the SpyFinder is
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used to scan the clock, a reflection will be noted where the camera is located
beneath the six and a reflection will also be noted from the plastic cover.  However if
you move your vantage point just a little, you will notice that the location of the false
positive reflection point from the plastic cover will move, while the reflection from the
camera remains under the numeral six on the clock face.

Construction

This version of the SpyFinder is just a simple modification to a toy "Mini Spy Scope" which is
included in the Undercover Girls − Mini Spy Gadgets kit by Wild Planet Toys.  I found it at a thrift
store for $3.  Your mileage may vary.

The modification consists of adding a 555−timer "pulse" circuit to the Mini Spy Scope's internal red
LED.  The 555−timer will pulse the red LED on and off at around six times a second (6 Hz).  Also,
the current to the Mini Spy Scope's LED will be decreased to around 50 mA.  This will slightly
decrease the LED's output optical power, but will preserve the LED's lifespan.  The final
modification is to remove the Mini Spy Scope's magnified viewer.  The stock Mini Spy Scope had a
cheap telescope−type optical viewer.  It works, but since then lenses are made from plastic, the
image quality is horrible, and it will drive you crazy after awhile.  Another (optional) modification is
the addition of a red Plexiglass filter over the eyepiece.  This will help to enhance the reflected red
light.

Other Camera Detection Ideas

It is also possible to detect some hidden cameras from the RF signals they accidently emit.

The most common frequency is 15.75 kHz, which is the horizontal synchronization frequency for a
standard NTSC video signal.  Use a simple Very Low Frequency (VLF) up−converter to convert the
low−frequency signal up to one a simple communication receiver (AOR AR−8000 or equiv.) can
receive.  Use a tuned, resonant loop antenna at around 16 kHz and then highly amplify and
bandpass filter the incoming signals.  Detect the 15.75 kHz signal with a LM567 tone decoder (or
something more fancy).  Another trick to detect wireless video cameras, is to position a flashing light
beacon in the room to be checked.  You'd then scan the airwaves with a spectrum analyzer looking
(or listening) for a video raster buzz in sync with the flashing light beacon.  This method works very
well.
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Pictures

The box for the toy you'll need to look for.  The unmodified "Mini Spy Scope" is shown on the right.
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Mini Spy Scope closeup.  The green button activates a red LED.  The large optical lens focuses the
red light into a fairly tight beam.  It is powered by two 1.5V "button cell" batteries.
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Internal view.  The two batteries are on the top left.  The telescope−type optical viewer is on the
bottom.  The main components are on the right.
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Closeup internal view.  The two batteries supply +3 VDC through a series 10 ohm resistor and a
push−button switch.  It then goes to a red LED mounted inside a reflector cone.  The stock setup
ran 130 mA into the LED, which was probably designed to burn out the LED quickly so mommy or
daddy would have to buy a new one.  We'll drop it down to a pulsed 50 mA for this project.
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The stock telescope−type optical viewer.  This thing is more useless than a $2600 subscriber.  Pop
out the two plastic lenses, and use just the tube as the view finder.

Removing the components.  Be sure to remember how everything goes back together.  You may
also want to write down which pin is cathode (−) and anode (+) on the LED.  The LED pin with only
the wire is the cathode (−).
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555−timer circuit you'll need to build.  Be sure to use a CMOS 555−timer, as these will operate
down to +2 VDC.  CMOS 555−timers are available from Radio Shack (Part # 276−1718).
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Timer circuit board mounted on the outside of the Mini Spy Scope with some double−sided foam
tape.  The 47 µF electrolytic capacitor was replaced with a tantalum one for reduced height.

Internal wiring view.
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Outside finished view.  The removed lenses from the telescope optical viewer are on the left.

Optional red filter installed.  You can find red plastic filters included with some flashlights or from the
red plastic used in LED clocks.  Install it using some Blu−Tac or similar poster hanging removable
adhesive.  This will let you quickly remove or change the filter.

Experimenters might want to look into using different polarization filters on the transmit and receive
ports.  Light reflected from a camera lens may change polarization.  Also, you could add a PIN
photodiode and automate or record the findings.
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Looking through the view finder at a small video camera.

In operation.  The maximum useable range is only about ten feet.
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Note the tiny red pin−point.  That's what you are trying to look for.  It does stand out, if the
background is not very reflective.  Tilt your head from side−to−side to weed out false reflections.  To
defeat this method of camera detection, place an infrared bandpass filter ahead of your camera
lens.  The resulting video will not be as sharp, and you may need to use infrared LED illumination,
but your camera shouldn't be detected.

To defeat that method of anti−camera detection, change the red LED in the Mini Spy Scope to an
infrared LED, and view the returned pulses via a small CCD camera and TV monitor.

Schematic
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PC Board Pattern

Length = 1.0 inch

Width = 0.5 inch

Material = FR−4, 1/32 inch
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Eye Spy Product Review

From Eye Spy Magazine, Volume 5, No. 35
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Bonus
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End of Issue #24

Any Questions?

Editorial and Rants

A long, long time ago there used to be this nice Canadian...  Not so today.

The Americans

June 5, 1973 − From: "Let's Be Personal" − CFRB, Toronto, Ontario

By Gordon Sinclair

The United States dollar took another pounding on German, French and British exchanges this
morning, hitting the lowest point ever known in West Germany.  It has declined there by 41% since
1971 and this Canadian thinks it is time to speak up for the Americans as the most generous and
possibly the least−appreciated people in all the earth.

As long as sixty years ago, when I first started to read newspapers, I read of floods on the Yellow
River and the Yangtse.  Who rushed in with men and money to help?  The Americans did.

They have helped control floods on the Nile, the Amazon, the Ganges and the Niger.  Today, the
rich bottom land of the Misssissippi is under water and no foreign land has sent a dollar to
help.  Germany, Japan and, to a lesser extent, Britain and Italy, were lifted out of the debris of war
by the Americans who poured in billions of dollars and forgave other billions in debts.  None of those
countries is today paying even the interest on its remaining debts to the United States.

When the franc was in danger of collapsing in 1956, it was the Americans who propped it up and
their reward was to be insulted and swindled on the streets of Paris.  I was there.  I saw it.
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When distant cities are hit by earthquakes, it is the United States that hurries into help...  Managua
Nicaragua is one of the most recent examples.  So far this spring, 59 American communities have
been flattened by tornadoes.  Nobody has helped.

The Marshall Plan .. the Truman Policy .. all pumped billions upon billions of dollars into
discouraged countries.  Now, newspapers in those countries are writing about the decadent
war−mongering Americans.

I'd like to see one of those countries that is gloating over the erosion of the United States dollar build
its own airplanes.

Come on... let's hear it!  Does any other country in the world have a plane to equal the Boeing
Jumbo Jet, the Lockheed Tristar or the Douglas 107?  If so, why don't they fly them?  Why do all
international lines except Russia fly American planes?  Why does no other land on earth even
consider putting a man or women on the moon?

You talk about Japanese technocracy and you get radios.  You talk about German technocracy and
you get automobiles.  You talk about American technocracy and you find men on the moon, not
once, but several times ... and safely home again.  You talk about scandals and the Americans put
theirs right in the store window for everyone to look at.  Even the draft dodgers are not pursued and
hounded.  They are here on our streets, most of them ... unless they are breaking Canadian laws ..
are getting American dollars from Ma and Pa at home to spend here.

When the Americans get out of this bind ... as they will... who could blame them if they said 'the hell
with the rest of the world'.  Let someone else buy the Israel bonds.  Let someone else build or repair
foreign dams or design foreign buildings that won't shake apart in earthquakes.

When the railways of France, Germany and India were breaking down through age, it was the
Americans who rebuilt them.  When the Pennsylvania Railroad and the New York Central went
broke, nobody loaned them an old caboose.  Both are still broke.  I can name to you 5,000 times
when the Americans raced to the help of other people in trouble.

Can you name me even one time when someone else raced to the Americans in trouble?  I don't
think there was outside help even during the San Francisco earthquake.

Our neighbours have faced it alone and I am one Canadian who is damned tired of hearing them
kicked around.  They will come out of this thing with their flag high.  And when they do, they are
entitled to thumb their nose at the lands that are gloating over their present troubles.

I hope Canada is not one of these.  But there are many smug, self−righteous Canadians.  And
finally, the American Red Cross was told at its 48th Annual meeting in New Orleans this morning
that it was broke.

This year's disasters .. with the year less than half−over... has taken it all and nobody...but nobody...
has helped.
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This can't be true!  Eurosavages are morally superior!  A rich, clueless movie star
told me that!

France Rapped Over Human Rights

February 12, 2006 − From: news.bbc.co.uk

France's law enforcement and prison system have been sharply criticised by Europe's human rights
watchdog.

The Council of Europe found prisons were overcrowded and police operated with a sense of
impunity, according to excerpts from a report due next week.

The council's human rights commissioner Alvaro Gil−Robles said there was a "widening gap"
between the "text of law and what is actually practiced".

The report comes months after many French cities were rocked by riots.

The report makes 50 recommendations to improve France's record.

They include faster and more effective access to legal assistance for detainees, separating convicts
and people awaiting trial and shortening the maximum allowed 45−day solitary confinement.

Details of the report were leaked to Le Parisien newspaper, and confirmed by Mr Gil−Robles.

System of Justice

The findings are based on Mr Gil−Robles inspection of seven prisons and five police precincts last
September.

He said France "has a relatively complete legal arsenal offering a high level of human rights
protection" but "does not always give itself sufficient means to put it into application".

He found prisons were overcrowded and dirty, jail cells in police stations were in a terrible state and
the justice system was too slow.

He criticised the treatment of minors in prisons and warned that a "hardening of immigration
policies... risks violating the rights of genuine asylum seekers".

He said there was a weak reaction to anti−Semitic and racist crimes and called on France to fight
against all forms of police brutality and violence.

"What is most important for me is that the penitentiary system is not a system of vengeance but a
system of justice − for punishing criminals and, afterwards, permitting them to reintegrate into
society," Mr Gil−Robles told France−Info radio.

"Today, this is not possible given the current state" of the French system.

The Council of Europe is intended as the guardian of human rights, democracy and the rule of law
in all its 46−member states.
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Unbelievable.  Your tax money at work.  I'm sure the ACLU will be out there
screaming "separation of church and state!"  No?  They're not?  Heh.  I wish we had
schools where being a fucking idiot was illegal.

The Art of Compromise

February 17, 2006 − From: www.twincities.com

By Doug Belden

As violent protests over caricatures of the Prophet Muhammad continue around the world, a St.
Paul charter school is quietly negotiating the delicate question of how to teach art to Muslims.

Any depiction of God and his prophets is considered offensive under Islam, and disrespectful
representations are even worse, as the recent worldwide outrage over the Danish cartoons has
shown.  But some Muslims also refrain from producing images of ordinary human beings and
animals, citing Islamic teaching.

That presented a challenge for Higher Ground Academy, a K−12 school just west of Central High
School on Marshall Avenue that has about 450 students.  About 70 percent of them are Muslim
immigrants from eastern Africa.

Executive Director Bill Wilson said he had concerns for some timeabout how to reconcile the
school's art curriculum with the views of Muslim families, but the departure of the art teacher at the
end of last school year gave him a window to act.

This fall, he hired ArtStart, a St. Paul−based nonprofit organization, to offer more options for about
150 kindergartners through second−graders, including visual arts and drumming.  But parents were
still upset that their children were drawing figures, Wilson said, and some pulled their children out of
art class altogether.

Wilson then sat down with teacher and parent liaison Abdirahman Sheikh Omar Ahmad, who also is
the imam at an Islamic center in Minneapolis, to work with ArtStart in determining how to meet state
standards without running afoul of Muslim doctrine.

"We said, 'Look, we can do better than this,' " Wilson said.

No Human Images

Out the window right away went masks, puppets and that classic of elementary school art class, the
self−portrait, said Sara Langworthy, an artist with ArtStart.  Revamping the curriculum "definitely
require stepping outside of the normal instincts that you fall back on," she said.

In their place came nature scenes and geometric forms and patterns, said Carol Sirrine, ArtStart's
executive director.  This week, the class was cutting out shapes to make into cardboard
pouches.  Another project involved taking photographs and mapping the neighborhood around the
school.

The conversation about what is appropriate is still open.

In a meeting this week, Langworthy asked Ahmad whether the students can do silhouettes of
hands.  That's fine, he said.
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Ahmad's involvement has put many parents' minds at ease, said Said Jama, father of kindergartner
Suhyr Ali Jama.  Wilson said Muslim enrollment in art has rebounded since the changes were
introduced.

Langworthy said she and fellow teacher Katie Tuma don't police what the students draw, but they
do have conversations with students who are drawing figures to make sure it's really OK.

Not that the children are always the most reliable sources.  Langworthy said early on a few told her
it was all right to draw animals as long as they didn't give them noses.

Second−grader Hawi Muhammed said her parents don't mind if she draws people once in a while,
but "God ... doesn't like people to draw a lot," she said.

Her parents prefer to see things like "gardens (or) a house," Hawi said.  "That's what they like me to
do."

Pictures of people and animals aren't banned in the school, and the religious teachings don't strictly
prohibit viewing drawings made by someone else.  For example, body tracings that students had cut
out and decorated under the previous art curriculum still hang in a main hallway.

But projects that would naturally lead to figure drawing are no longer assigned, Langworthy said,
which isn't a huge loss when it comes to meeting the state standards.

The relevant state requirement for grades K−3 is that students "understand the elements of visual
art, including color, line, shape, form, texture, and space."

Accomplishing those objectives without having students draw people and animals just takes a little
extra thought, Langworthy said.  "There's a billion ways to solve the problem," she said.  "So if
you're limited to only 700,000, I can live with that."

As Sirrine put it, "In a sense, it's narrowing.  But then within that, you can find the depth."

Example For Others

Conflicts between religious beliefs and art curriculum aren't unheard of elsewhere in St. Paul or
around the state, but they aren't widespread, say education officials.

Abdisalam Adam, an English as a Second Language resource teacher in the St. Paul school district,
said issues like the one at Higher Ground have come up a few times, but "it is not very
common."  (Charter schools are public institutions that operate independently of the districts in
which they are located.  In Higher Ground's case, St. Paul Public Schools is the sponsoring
organization, which means it has some general oversight responsibility.)

Michael Hiatt, director of professional development and research at the Perpich Center for Arts
Education −− the state agency that offers training and support for arts curriculum −− said there was
a religious group a few years ago that wanted to modify the dance curriculum offered in one district,
but "I don't see it growing.  I don't see an increasing number of requests."

At Higher Ground, Wilson said he plans to use ArtStart −− which is typically hired for one− or
two−week residencies rather than long−term relationships with schools −− to expand the art
curriculum to grades three through five this fall.
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And he said once the program is fine−tuned, "we'd like to be able to export this" to any school that is
interested.

Wilson said Higher Ground has experience in mediating cultural conflicts because of tensions that
have arisen between its majority African population and the rest of the student body, almost all of
whom are African American.

Certain forms of hip−hop dance performed by African−American students at school talent shows are
offensive to some Muslim students, for example, but "we've always accommodated that with lots of
discussion," Wilson said.

That openness to cultural compromise served the school well in the case of the art classes, he said,
laying a foundation of understanding with Muslim parents before the cartoon furor of the past few
weeks hit.

"If we pay attention to cultural diversity and cultural competency, those kinds of issues shouldn't
emerge," he said.  "We got it right before this whole thing busted open in Europe."

More political correctness to destory our schools.  So much for working
hard.  Celebrate diversity!

`Gifted' Label Takes a Vacation in Diversity Quest

February 22, 2006 − From: www.washingtonpost.com or www.amren.com (no reg)

By Lori Aratani

Middle school magnet programs in Montgomery County have traditionally operated as schools
within schools, offering specialized curriculum to a few select students−−who have been mostly
Asian and white.

But this fall, educators decided to try a different approach.  Instead of selecting a few hundred
students for traditional school magnets, officials opened magnet programs at three middle schools
to everyone.

In doing so, county educators−−like officials of a growing number of school systems across the
country−−are trying to find a more diverse pool of students.  They are experimenting with new ways
to reach out to students who might have special abilities but may not have been recognized through
traditional screening methods.

"In the future, where we want to move is where it's not so much identifying children as gifted and
talented so much as getting them the services they need to reach their potential," said Martin Creel,
director of the accelerated enriched instruction division.

In Fairfax County, educators have created the Young Scholars Program, aimed at identifying
kindergartners from underrepresented populations who have potential but might need extra
support.  The school system also has added expanded honors classes at its middle schools in
hopes of giving a broader spectrum of students more opportunities, said Carol Horn, coordinator of
gifted programs for the school system.

"We've changed from labeling children to labeling services," Horn said.  "It's not whether you're
gifted, it's what's appropriate for you."
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The approach has its critics−−those who fear that curriculum will be watered down because too
many kids with varying abilities are being thrown together.  But Montgomery and Fairfax
officials−−like those undertaking similar efforts across the country−−insist that the quality of
education will not be diminished.  Key to the task is offering high−quality training that helps
educators understand how to reach all students, Creel said.

{snip}

During the spring, Montgomery officials came under fire from a group of black parents who were
concerned about the low numbers of blacks and Hispanics who were being admitted to middle
school magnet programs.  They were also alarmed by how few of them were being labeled "gifted
and talented" by the school system's second−grade screening process, which uses a variety of
yardsticks.  School officials said they were working diligently to narrow the gap between students
but acknowledged that they have more work to do.

But it is just this concern−−that too many students are being shut out of elite programs for reasons
difficult to pin down−−that is fueling the school system's push for better access to special programs
and less emphasis on labels to determine into which reading or math group a student is placed.

The Queer Muhammad: An Experiment in Tolerance

February 13, 2006 − From: www.townhall.com

By Mike S. Adams

Dear (NEA Chairman) Dana Gioia:

I write to you today, not with a request, but with a demand.  I've been sitting back patiently while the
NEA has been promoting anti−Christian "art" for a number of years.  In fact, one could say that I
have been supporting it, too, given that my tax dollars have been spent on this garbage.  And
maybe I've been supporting it in another way by refusing to write you to express my
frustration.  That is, until now.

In the spirit of the "separation of church and state," my demand is that you commission a painting −
fully funded with tax dollars − that has one intention and one intention only: To offend Muslims
everywhere.

This new painting will help the NEA avoid any accusations of state sponsorship of religion by
insulting some religion other than Christianity.  In the past, you've supported the "Piss Christ" and
the "Elephant Dung Mary."  Now, I'm asking you to fund the "Queer Muhammad."

For this painting, I want the artist to put the Prophet Muhammad in a pink bathrobe.  I also want him
holding a little toy poodle.  Finally, I would like you to feature him reading a copy of "Playgirl"
magazine.  If you want to get daring, you can also feature him French−kissing Salmon Rushdie.  Or
better yet, feature him French−kissing Jacques Chirac.

Regardless of the precise form it takes, I want five million reproductions of the "Queer Muhammad"
in poster form.  It may sound like a large order for a first printing.  But here's what I intend to do with
them:

First, I'm going to staple a "Queer Muhammad" on the door of Barbara Streisand.  She's been a real
pain in the ass throughout this whole War on Terror.  I want to see whether she gains some respect
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for George W. Bush after Islamic fascists torch her Southern California estate − all for expecting
adherents to the "religion of peace" to be as tolerant of homosexuality as Hollywood liberals.

And, then, I'm heading to the Upper West Side to place a "Queer Muhammad" on the door of
Michael Moore.  That fat joker will be begging Charlton Heston for a gun by the time the New York
City Muslims throw their first Molotov cocktail.

Next, we're off to Colorado to the home of Ward Churchill.  After I place a "Queer Muhammad" on
his home, I'll put one on his office door at the university.  And, while I'm at it, I'll hit the office doors of
every anti−war professor in America.

I also plan to visit all those professors who have "Darwin fish" on their university office doors.  For
years, they've been desecrating a sacred Christian symbol with impunity.  Come to think of it, many
have been desecrating an Old Testament religious symbol by using rainbows as a backdrop for
those "celebrate diversity" bumper stickers.  When they place those on their office doors, they do
more than just promote acceptance of sodomy.  They ridicule a covenant between God and Noah.

Maybe after the Muslim Student Associations begin ripping down the "Queer Muhammad" posters −
always leaving the Darwin fish intact − some of these professors will begin to realize that white
Christian heterosexual males really aren't so bad after all.  And maybe some will realize that young
Muslim males are the most dangerous demographic group on the face of the planet.

But the professors and the movie stars won't be the only ones included in my little experiment in
tolerance and diversity.  I want to make sure to include members of the gay community, too.  That's
why the "Queer Muhammad" will be posted on the door of every gay bar in San Francisco.

Under my plan, when California Muslims attack these businesses, the gay political lobby will finally
have some use for politically correct and seldom−used "hate crimes" legislation.  It will also give that
large segment of the gay population − the ones who always need something to whine about −
something legitimate to whine about.  And it will give Christians a break from the gay mission to
invade and pervert the Christian clergy.

That will leave me with about four million "Queer Muhammad" posters for the most ambitious aspect
of my plan.  This involves hanging posters on the doors of every active member of the National Rifle
Association.  When the Islamic fascists begin hurling stones at the houses of NRA members, many
of my brothers (and sisters)−in−arms will start heading for the nearest gun safe.  I know I will.

Maybe a few of these violent Muslims will survive their attack on the First Amendment, after it is
thwarted by the Second Amendment.  If so, I have a special plan for the Islamic fascist
survivors.  This plan was inspired by my realization that so many members of the anti−war
movement are also members of the pro−gay movement.  Here it is, in all its leftist−inspired
brilliance:

The NRA members whose homes were attacked will all petition local Democratic prosecutors, the
media, and even their Democratic legislators to charge the fascists with hate crimes for attacking
the image of the "Queer Muhammad."  This will draw a line in the sand for these Democrats.  Will
they side with the Muslims against the gays?  Or will they side with the gays against the Muslims?
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If things work according to my plan, we will be able to kill off a lot of these Muslim terrorists and
simply claim self−defense.  Even better, we'll cause significant division and strife among the
American Left.  After it all goes down, I'll head to my refrigerator instead of my gun safe.

Then I'll drink a nice, cold Carlsberg.  Bottled and brewed by our allies in Denmark.

If other countries don't like how Gitmo is run, why don't they take in the terror
suspects?  After all... they are all innocent!  LOL!

Some Gitmo Prisoners Don't Want to Go Home

March 6, 2006 − From: www.breitbart.com

By Ben Fox

Fearing militants or even their own governments, some prisoners at Guantanamo Bay from China,
Saudi Arabia and other nations do not want to go home, according to transcripts of hearings at the
U.S. prison in Cuba.

Uzbekistan, Yemen, Algeria and Syria are also among the countries to which detainees do not want
to return.  The inmates have told military tribunals that they or their families could be tortured or
killed if they are sent back.

President Bush has said the United States transfers detainees to other countries only when it
receives assurances that they will not be tortured.  Critics say such assurances are useless.  The
U.S. has released or transferred 267 prisoners and has announced plans to do the same with at
least 123 more in the future.

Inmates have told military tribunals they worry about reprisals from militants who will suspect them
of cooperating with U.S. authorities in its war on terror.  Others say their own governments may
target them for reasons that have nothing to do with why they were taken to Guantanamo Bay in the
first place.

A man from Syria who was detained along with his father pleaded with the tribunal for help getting
them political asylum in any country that will take them.

"You've been saying 'terrorists, terrorists.'  If we return, whether we did something or not, there's no
such things as human rights.  We will be killed immediately," he said.  "You know this very well."

It is impossible to know how many of the detainees, most held for years now without being charged,
fear going home.  The U.S. military does not comment on individual cases, and the detainees
generally are not in a position to offer any evidence of persecution as they plead their cases before
the tribunals.

A Saudi identified only as Yasim, who said he attended an al−Qaida training camp in Afghanistan
and was jailed in his country for selling drugs, told the tribunal that after being repeatedly
interrogated at Guantanamo, he fears his fellow prisoners as well as others back in Saudi Arabia.

"I can't go back to my country.  I have been threatened to be killed by many people," he said,
according to the transcripts, which the Pentagon released Friday in response to a Freedom of
Information Act Lawsuit filed by The Associated Press.
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A detainee from Uzbekistan told the tribunals in December 2004 that his father and uncles were
jailed for their Muslim faith in his native country and said he fears the rest of his family would be
tortured if he returned.

The prisoner shrugged off the threat to his own safety in Uzbekistan, where the government has
clamped down on Islamic groups which are not sanctioned by the state.

"I'm not afraid to die.  We all belong to Allah and we shall return to him," he said.

This Uzbek's fate is unknown, as is that of almost every other detainee whose names are no longer
blacked out when they appear in the hearing transcripts.  The Bush administration has not said who
has been held in the prison it opened in January 2002, and does not announce when or where
individual detainees are released.

What the Pentagon has said is that 187 prisoners have been released, and 80 others have been
transferred to prisons in more than a dozen countries, including Saudi Arabia, Morocco, Russia,
Bahrain and Pakistan.  An unknown number of these prisoners were later released but many
languish in other jails, again without charges, let alone trials.

"We have no authority to tell another government what they are going to do with a detainee,"
Pentagon spokesman Lt. Cmdr. Flex Plexico told the AP a year ago when asked about dozens of
Pakistani prisoners transferred home for continued detention.

The personal threats that detainees may face after leaving Guantanamo Bay pose a human rights
challenge to the United States, which has stopped bringing new prisoners to the camp and is under
international pressure to close it altogether.

"This policy of handing over prisoners to countries that the U.S. challenges on their human rights
abuses is a sham and it opens the United States to charges of hypocrisy around the world," said
Rep. Edward Markey, a Massachusetts Democrat who has sought passage of a bill that would ban
the U.S. from sending prisoners to other countriesto face torture.

In the case of one group of prisoners, Muslims from western China known as Uighurs, the U.S. has
struggled to find a solution.

A military tribunal has determined that five are "no longer enemy combatants" and can be released
from Guantanamo Bay.  The U.S. agrees they could face persecution back in China but so far has
not found a third country to take them.

For now, the Uighurs are being kept at Camp Iguana, a privileged section of the prison with
televisions, stereos and a view of the Caribbean.

A Uighur told a military tribunal that he feared going back to China so much, he considered trying to
convince the panel that he was guilty, according to a hearing transcript.

"If I am sent back to China, they will torture me really bad," said the man, whose name did not
appear in the transcript.  "They will use dogs.  They will pull out my nails."

Two of the Uighurs are appealing a federal judge's rejection of their request to be released in the
United States, where a family in the Washington suburbs has offered to take them in.

"Home is China, and in China you disappear into a dungeon and no one ever hears from you
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again," said their lawyer, Sabin Willett.  "These guys are not a risk to anyone.  They should be
released here."
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